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SYMBOLS USED
A

surf ace area

B,By,Bx

local magnetic field and components
upper critical field

Bc2
Bl
Bn

c
cs

applied transverse field
applied axial field
heat capacity per unit of volume
heat capacity per unit of superconductor
volume

ce

effective heat capacity per unit of
composite volume

D

composite diameter or thickness

E,Ez

local electric field and axial component

F

free energy
pinning force per unit volume

F
p

FL

Lorentz force per unit volume

I

transport current
critical current

I

c

If
J,Jz
J
c
J c<I>

L
L

c

p

p

loss free current
current density and axial component
axial critical current density
angular critical current density
twist pitch
critical twist pitch

m
m

power dissipated per unit of volume
c

power dissipated due to coupling currents
per unit of volume
power dissipated by self field effect per
unit of volume

Q

produced heat or stored energy per unit of
volume
composite radius

m

inner radius of a hollow cylindrical filament

m

outer radius of a cylindrical filament

m

T

temperature

K

T

critical temperature

K

c
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Tb

temperature of coolant

K

To

stability parameter

K

v

volume

m3

b
d

reduced field (B/Bc )
2
thickness of superconducting layer

m

d

filament thickness

m

s

free energy per unit of volume

f

i

normalized transport current (I/le)

1

length

q

normalized energy density

r

distance from centre line

r

0

m

m

location of discontinuity in the current
density

m

t

time

s

x,y,z

coordinates

m

a

R /R

A.

thermal conductivity

Jm-lK-ls-1

A.

thermal conductivity of a superconductor

Jm-lK-ls-1

effective thermal conductivity of a composite

Jm-lK-ls-1

A.

i

s
e

u

value of cylindrical filament

relative amount of non stabilizing material in
n

s

a composite
relative amount of superconducting material
in a composite exclusive stabilizing material
relaxation time of coupling currents

s

'[

relaxation time of heat dissipation

s

p

resistivity

'

0

transverse resistivity
effective axial resistivity
resistivity of matrix material
parameters used and locally defined:
K1 , K2 , U, a, h, k, n, B, B1 , B2 , y, o, w
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the phenomenon of superconductivity, it was
realized that the consequence of a zero resistivity, i.e. the possibility of operating at a high current density without heat dissipation,
would open a broad field for numerous applications involving high magnetic fields. It was only in the last twenty years that the development
of high critical field, temperature and current density superconductors
has cleared the way for scaling up from small laboratory magnets to
large superconducting machines. Possibly the most important application
of superconductivity in the future will be thermonuclear fusion based
upon magnetic confinement of very hot plasmas.
In the meantime it is the task for research institutes, in close cooperation with the metallurgical industry, to develop high field and high
current density superconductors which are able to operate safely under
the specified conditions. A number of problem areas can be indicated
which are closely related to application of superconductivity in magnet
technology. All these problem areas have in common that investigation
is directed towards increasing safety and reliability besides optimization of specific properties as critical field, critical temperature and
critical current density.
In view of the developments on an international scale the Netherlands
Energy Research Foundation, ECN, started in 1973 with a development
program to manufacture superconductors of the so-called A-15 type by a
new process which in the meantime has been patented. The A-15 materials
particularly look promising from the point of view of their superconducting properties, but their brittleness necessitates more complicated
manufacturing routes than for ductile materials. It was therefore attractive to develop new procedures for fabrication. The ECN manufacturing procedure has a good potential for both commercial and technological optimization which is now well in progress with a growing involvement of Dutch industry. Right from the moment that the first indications for good and controllable superconducting properties appeared, it
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was realized that also the stability of the conductors in use to generate high magnetic fields needed consideration. Therefore research was
started to study the stability properties and to find ways to arrive at
reliable and commercially attractive conductors to be produced in the
future. This commercial production is foreseen to be started by an
industrial firm in the Netherlands.
The two different projects started in 1977, involve:
1. the study of the stability of superconducting properties against

mechanical deformation, and
2. the study of the stability of superconducting properties to magnetically stored energy within the material. This project is the main
subject of this thesis.
In the first mentioned project, the effects of mechanical strains occurring during operation in magnets and windings on the superconducting
properties are analysed. This knowledge is extremely important in the
A-15 technology since the conclusions to a large extent dictate the
routes to be followed to build magnet systems. This investigation is
still in progress at ECN.
The second project was started since it was not clear which conductor
lay-out is required such that the electromagnetic effects taking place
as a consequence of the superconducting state will not lead to an instantaneous reduction of the current carrying capacity (known as flux
jumping). It was well known from multifilament NbTi superconductor
·fabrication that run-away effects following a flux jump could be effectively suppressed by subdividing the superconducting material into
filaments and embedding these in a low conductivity matrix. Once such a
condition is fulfilled at all practical circumstances, we call the
conductor intrinsically stabilized. The A-15 technology, however, involves some constraints due to the brittleness of the material, which
impedes easy intrinsic stabilization. From the present investigation it
is concluded, however, that a proper lay-out and composition for a
conductor can be defined to obtain intrinsic stability which combines
both technological feasibility and the absence of any source to initiate flux jumping.
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The research done at ECN to get an understanding of the effects taking
place during instabilities and to find ways to optimize conductors,
especially those produced by the ECN-technique will be reported in the
present work.
This research has cleared the way to the scaling up of the current
carrying capacity of a compound conductor by braiding without the risk
of affecting the superconducting properties of any single component. It
is foreseen that suitable mechanically and intrinsically stable A-15
superconductors which can carry up to 20 kA in fields up to 12 tesla
will be developed.

This development is a logical consequence of the

materials development and optimalization that has been done at ECN.
In the present status of superconducting technology development, a
number of areas of study can be identified:
1. Research and development to improve the current carrying capacity of
superconducting composites.
2. Investigation into the problem of obtaining maximum electromagnetic
(intrinsic) stability of the conductors under the specified operational conditions.
3. Research into the field of mechanical stability of superconducting
properties under conditions of intensive stressing.
4. Optimization study in close relation with conductor development to
minimize the heat dissipation in the conductors during operation.
The knowledge and experience from these four research topics have a
clear impact on the metallurgical procedures to be followed to f abricate suitable conductors. Conversely, also the manufacturing limitations dictate the problem areas in these four directions of investigation. The three latter fields have also a direct link to magnet technology and related safety.
a. To make the conductors such that any departure from stability is not
originated within the conductors itself.
b. To choose a magnet design such that any source of instability (wire
movement, overstressing) does not lead to disastrous results.
Apart from these rather practically oriented development topics, all
based upon the presently available technical superconductors, there is
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an interest in superconducting materials with higher Tc and Bez to
extend the range of applications to higher fields and possibly to increase the stability margins. At this moment this development is still
in its laboratory phase and these materials are still far from production on any sizeable scale.
Two materials are at present the main candidates in magnet technology:
NbTi and Nb 3sn, each with its own range of applications. The superconducting properties of the composites based upon either of these materials can be well optimized to increase the critical current density and
to minimize the production costs.

There are a number of interesting

developments in Nb 3Sn conductor technology which look very promising
since they combine cheapness and good superconducting properties. In
some cases the results are considerably better than the bronze based
products commercially available today.
In this thesis the main points concerning technological superconductivity will be outlined first (chapter 2). Special attention will be paid
to NbTi and Nb 3Sn conductors: their specific metallurgical condition in
relation to superconducting properties. The fabrication routes as well
as interaction between metallurgical constraints and stability requirements will receive special attention in chapters 3 and 4. The loss
properties in composites will be reviewed in chapter 5. Intrinsic stability and the related composite specifications which were a part of
present investigation will be discussed in chapters 6, 7 and 8. The
experimental work done in this project will be reported in detail in
chapters 9 and 10, whereas the consequences and its impact on the future development of high current superconductors is discussed in the
last chapter of this thesis. Also the relation with developments elsewhere will be discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
TYPE II SUPERCONDUCTING MATERIALS AND DETERMINATION OF THE PROPERTIES

There are two main intrinsic material properties determining the character of type II superconductors: Tc and B~~); the critical
temperature and upper critical field [l, 2, 3, 4]. They are respectively defined as the maximum temperature below which the superconducting state exists in the absence of a magnetic field and the maximum
field below which an infinitesimal current flows without resistance at
a temperature extrapolated to zero kelvin. Since the BCS theory [2] for
superconductivity predicts no changes in superconducting properties for
T + O, this is quite a suitable definition for

B~~~

In figure 1 the Tc values of some important superconducting materials are given on a logarithmic temperature scale. Measurement of the
critical temperature is afflicted with some uncertainty. In the case of
a bulk superconducting material, a measurement of the specific heat
gives the best indication for the transition and also for the transition width [l, 6]. The latter depends strongly on the quality of the
material itself: stoichiometry, state of deformation, etc. The Tc
value of a technical superconductor is found by determining the resistance change when slowly raising the temperature. The current supplied should be very low to find the most accurate value for Tc at
the transition. Also a transition width can be given. The value for
Tc is generally taken as the temperature where the voltage is half
the maximum value. Such a measurement is indicated in figure 2.
Measuring Bc 2 of A-15 materials is difficult since high magnetic
fields (over ZO T) are required. No superconducting magnet exists at
this moment to measure these values. There exist, however, a number of
powerful copper magnets that can reach up to 40 T. For the candidate
materials for applied superconductivity the dependence of Bez on
temperature is given in figure J.
In the next chapters we will be referring to the value of Bez at
4.Z kelvin, the boiling temperature of liquid helium at atmospheric
pressure, when we mention this parameter.
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Another technologically important parameter is the critical current
density and its dependence on field and temperature. This property is
defined as the maximum current that can be transported by the superconductor in the absence of an electric field. This definition is not
quite so useful since it is hard to determine whether an electric
field is entirely absent or not. Therefore there exist a number of
different criteria to determine this current density

[s).

These are

indicated in figure 4. It can be seen that the transition to normal
conductivity is not abrupt but when the current slowly increases, a
voltage builds up gradually before heat dissipation becomes higher than
the cooling so that a quench follows. This situation in which an electric field occurs without quenching is called the flux-flow state

[12,

13). Although this effect is not entirely understood, it is believed
that either a magnetic flux flows through the superconductor and develops an electric field, or the current becomes slightly resistive due to
statistical variations in current carrying capacity of the filaments.
As a consequence this effect will occur only when the current density
has approached the critical value and therefore the existence of a
small electric field is a strong indication that the transport current
is close to the critical current (figure 4). It may also be possible
that the superconductor becomes instable during a critical current measurement and the transition to normal conductivity occurs abruptly.
Any criterion applied to determine Ic gives the same value in such
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case. Two different experiments on the same conductor under the same
conditions may, however, give different Ic values and the data
should be rendered unreliable (figure 4).

The development of a small

electric field is thought to be important for intrinsic stability of
especially Nb 3 Sn superconductors. We will come back to this point
later.
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The concept of critical current density does not directly follow from
the fundamental theory of superconductivity explaining the intrinsic
critical parameters Tc and Bc 2 • The idea of flux pinning leading to
the critical state model has been introduced by Anderson [7] and was
further worked out in a number of publications [8, 9, 10, 11] to find a
tool to optimize the superconducting materials to give suitable high
current conductors. The critical current density is found to depend
strongly on the intrinsic critical parameters of the material like Tc
and Bc

as well as on the temperature and applied magnetic field such
2
that the value approaches zero as B, T + Bc ' Tc. Also the metallurgi2
cal state is highly important for obtaining high Jc values since
imperfections in the crystal structure determine the interaction
between flux vortices and pinning centres and therewith the value of
J •
c

The model of the interactions between material imperfections and single
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vortices or groups of vortices is the object of extensive fundamental
study and many features associated with this phenomenon are now well
understood [10]. The interaction can often be described with a reasonable accuracy; however, a simple summation of the pinning centres
usually does not give the correct total pinning force. The problem of
the summation of individual vortex-defect interaction must be approached by considering the elastic interaction of the vortex lattice as a
whole and the entire pinning centre array. Such a theoretical consideration should predict or at least explain the particular dependence of
the critical current of a superconductor on important parameters as T
and B.
Although the precise mechanism for the flux pinning behaviour of any
superconducting material is hard to give, a phemenological thermodynamic consideration easily leads to the concept of critical current density and its dependence on flux pinning characteristics. The change in
internal energy of a magnetic body per unit of time can be represented
by [ 82]:
-

+ +

+

I (EAR) .dA

A

+
+ +
<IB
+ I+
R·3
dV.
IvE.JdV
v t

2-1

Where A is the surface area and V the volume of the body.
If no heat is dissipated in the sample and the process occurs isothermally, the work done by the sample equals the decrease in internal and
free energy. Therefore, the last term on the right hand side of equation 2-1, which is the work done by the body, is equal to the change in
free energy, F. If f is the free energy per unit of volume, we find:
Of

+

+

= H.oB = Hy 6By

assuming that the local magnetic field has a component in Y-direction
only. We now consider the vortex structure as a two dimensional gas
with a density given by the local magnetic field. Since the number of
vortices remains constant in a variable volume the following relation
is valid:
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lB oA + lAOB
y

y

=0

2-2

where 1 is the length of the vortices under consideration.
Under isothermal conditions the analogue of pressure is:
p

=-

dF
dAf
ldA = - F

.. - f -

A df =
dA
-f

+

By

df

dB
y

and the force in the X-direction per unit of volume on the flux vortices is given by:

dx

dB

dH

y dx

dB

B

dH

y
y
y
- - = B - - = B J • 2-3
y

ydx

y z

Thus the vortices in the superconductor, in which a current density is
flowing, experience a Lorentz force in a direction perpendicular to the
local field and current density. This local magnetic field is equal to
n.~
0 where n is the number of flux lines per unit area and ~o the
elementary flux quantum carried by circulating supercurrents. In the

practical case where a multifilament conductor is applied to a transverse field, the local field is equal or almost equal to this transverse field B •
1
If the superconducting material has no or insufficient flux pinning the
vortices are allowed to move freely in the direction of the force and
an electric field is generated so that heat dissipation occurs.
In any superconducting high current density material it is a common
practice to relate the maximum Lorentz force given by B Jc to the pin1
ning force FP and therewith to the metallurgical state to find the
way to optimize the current carrying capacity. These studies are of
direct importance to fabrication of the material. The main points will
be outlined in the following sections.
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CHAPTER 3
NbTi SUPERCONDUCTORS

3.1. General
Two types of defects are believed to dominate the production of NbTi
with high values of Jc. These are fine scale precipitation and a
fine scale dislocation structure [10, 14]. A fine scale dislocation
cell structure is developed by extensive cold work of the ductile thermally instable homogeneous B-phase material. During this process the
density of dislocations becomes very high (lolBm-2) and in order to
minimize their energy, they form the ordered elongated dislocation
arrays or so-called subbands. The width of a subband after area reductions between 10 4 and 10 5 is generally of the order of 30 - 50 nm [11,
1.5]. During heat treatment these cell walls act as nucleating sites for
impurity atoms and titanium precipitates in a cubic NbTi phase. This
titanium precipitate has a hexagonal lattice structure (a-phase) and
therefore is not coherent with the B-phase NbTi. Heat treatments to
optimize Jc in such a structure containing dislocations should occur only in such a way that the structure reduces the number of dislocations in a cell without causing the growth of the subband. This
process increases also the Tc value. The rate of a-Ti precipitation
depends strongly on the Ti concentration and dislocation density so
that a high Ti concentration in the bulk material is required if only
small area reductions are possible.
The details of the pinning interaction in such a structure are not well
understood. It may work through modulation of the intrinsic superconducting properties of the alloy due to the high degree of lattice disorder existing in the cell walls or by a strong modulation of superconducting properties in Ti precipitates which, being hexagonal, close
packed and not superconducting give rise to strong and local pinning.
In general a heat treatment is given in the last phase of the production since precipitation of a-Ti particles in B-phase NbTi with high
dislocation density considerably hardens this material leading to an
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increased risk of wire breakage during processing. During this heat
treatment, a reduction of dislocation density gives an initial decrease
in Jc, followed by stimulated Ti particle precipitation so that Jc
again grows considerably. Also impurities (such as oxide particles)
obstruct the movement of vortices if their size is sufficiently small:
5 - 10 nm. The composition of optimized NbTi alloys varies between 45

and'65 w/o Ti; high critical currents have been obtained in alloys with
46.5 w/o Ti [16]. The area reduction needed to achieve this was of the
order of 3 x 10 5 with appropriate heat treatments. Current densities at
temperatures below 4.2 K as high as those in Nb3Sn at 4.2 K and 13 T
have been obtained (108A/m2).
The NbTi superconductor technology is well developed and in an advanced
state of optimization. The superconducting properties, such as the
critical current density are well controlled by the fabrication procedures.
It is argued [17] that in NbTi the vortices interact individually with
the pinning centres, being mainly a-Ti precipitates and therefore the
flux lattice behaves like a fluid. The scaling law for flux pinning
which relates the pinning force F {= B1 J ) to its maximum value F
p

c

pmax

and reduced local field b = B /Bc reads:
1
2
F
-/----- =

2.6b~(l

- b).

pmax
The critical current density of a sample of NbTi is shown in figure 39
as a function of the applied transverse field.
3.2. Fabrication of technical NbTi superconductors
NbTi is a very ductile alloy and it can be drawn down to the final size
of the filaments without disturbing the specified lay-out of the composite. The filament size varies, depending on the application of the
wire, between roughly 5 and 300 µ. The matrix material generally is a
high electric conductivity copper or a cupro-nickel alloy er a combination of both. Fine filaments in a matrix with a high transverse resistivity are required for pulsed field operation. For steady state opera-
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tion, a simple Cu/NbTi composite is chosen since that is the cheapest
to produce. Filaments finer than 5

µ

with a reasonable current density

at medium fields are hard to obtain since in the heat treatment to
optimize Jc also a thin layer of non superconducting Cu 2Ti is
formed at the NbTi-Cu interface and thus reduces the overall critical
current density. Wires with thick filaments are not significantly affected by this Cu 2Ti formation, but the transverse resistivity is increased which is important for reducing pulse field losses. Conversely
the filament thickness is not allowed to exceed a certain value, depending on the applied field, because of the risk of flux jumping
(chapter 8).
The superconductor to matrix ratio varies between 1 : 20 to 1 : l depending on the type of stabilization adopted. In figures S,, 6 and 7
some cross sections of a number of different multifilamentary superconductors as intended for use in different applications are shown.
Fabrication of these conductors uses standard technology for metal wire
production: extrusion and wire drawing. This can be done in a multistage process where up to 3 different extrusions are possible to obtain
the final lay-out.
To facilitate the extrusion, the NbTi ingot made in the melt should be
vacuum annealed at 800 °C for some hours and quenched to obtain the
pure 8-NbTi phase. This alloy is very ductile and easily cold worked,
but has very poor flux pinning.

The good superconducting properties

are finally obtained after wire drawing and twisting in one single heat
treatment or by a number of intermediate heat treatments at 380 °C for
some hours. This choice in procedure is dictated by the requirement of
high mechanical strength and good electric resistivity of the copper
matrix. The optimum is found empirically. During the last heat treatment where a considerable a-Ti precipitation is expected to occur, the
NbTi hardens considerably so that this should be the last stage in the
fabrication process.
Superconductors based upon NbTi were introduced by Westinghouse and
produced as multifilament by the MIT Group [18] using a process developed by Levi [19] for obtaining Nb filaments in copper.
The first commercial production of multifilamentary NbTi in copper was
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that of Imperials Metals Industries (IMI, GB). These first NbTi multifilaments consisted of a low number of NbTi rods in a matrix.

For

the matrix copper was chosen to allow the current a low resistivity
path in the case of a sudden degradation of superconductivity. It was,
however, soon realized that heat transfer from the superconductor to
the copper matrix ls improved if the superconductor is divided into a
higher number of filaments (to have a high perimeter to cross section
ratio of the filament). This optimization in terms of thermal behaviour
has also led to the concept of adiabatic and dynamic stabilization
against flux jumping (chapter 6). The composition of the multlfllament
can be made such that also the initiation of a premature quench due to
an electromagnetic instability ls unlikely. The filaments should have a
thickness below about 70

µ

in that case. Also the electromagnetic los-

ses due to hysteresis decrease, as the filament thickness goes down.
On the other hand, if a time varying transverse magnetic field is applied to the conductor, the heat dissipation due to normal coupling
currents in the matrix increases as the nilmber of filaments goes up. In
order to reduce this effect, the superconductors are twisted to decrease the area of enclosed flux in a time varying transverse field.
For practical reasons the twist pitch cannot be less than 5 times the
wire diameter.
According to chapter 5 the hysteresis loss, Ph, in an applied time
varying transverse field, B1 , with time derivative

B1 ,

is given by:

and the losses due to inductive coupling of the filaments by:

where L is twist pitch, p1 the transverse resistivity, ds the filament thickness and n the relative cross sectional area of the superconducting material in the composite.
For pulsed field applications these losses can become considerable.
In order to reduce the losses, in the first place very thin filaments
are required and secondly a low twist pitch and therewith a reduced
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diameter. Both requirements restrict the current carrying capacity
under pulsed conditions.

Therefore, the transverse resistivity has to

be increased by incorporating resistive barriers of cupro-nickel into
the matrix, if the current carrying capacity has to be increased without affecting loss properties. Normally an increased matrix resistivity
is detrimental with respect to conductor stability even for filament
sizes below the adiabatic stability limit. These conflicting requirements have lead to commercial composites of increasingly sophisticated
lay-out containing both copper and cupro-nickel .in the matrix (figure

7).

7.

stabilized
Cu/CuNi mixed

'~''''"'''

contains
µ

di.ameter).
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CHAPTER 4
A-15 COMPOUNDS FOR SUPERCONDUCTORS

4.1. General
Only 6 of the 45 superconducting A-15 intermetallic compounds are of
potential interest as superconductors on the basis of their high critical temperatures and critical fields and related current densities. Of

v3si, V3Ga and Nb 3Sn have a range of homogeneity
that includes the stoichiometric A3B composition at low temperatures.
Nb 3Al and Nb 3Ga have this composition at temperatures at which thermal
these materials, only

disorder is excessive, Nb 3Ge does not occur in stoichiometric composition at any temperature. These three compounds have highest values of
Tc and Bc • Off-stoichiometric compounds generally contain excess Nb
2
and show lower Tc values [14, 20, 21].
For this reason, only V3Ga and Nb 3Sn are of interest for technological applications today since multifilament conductors of sufficient
purity of these materials can be produced at acceptable costs by a
simple solid state diffusion reaction. Commercially Nb Sn is of great3
est interest since the raw materials are abundant and cheap.
The niobium-tin phase diagram is shown in figure 8. The A-15 phase
forms a peritectic at 2130 °C at 18% Sn. The range of homogeneity extends from about 18 to 25.1% Sn including the stoichiometric composition {25% Sn). The A-15 phase appears to be instable below 775 °C.
However, Nb 3Sn can be formed also in a solid state diffusion reaction
below this temperature, if very little copper is added to stimulate A15 formation. Apparently the stable A-15 area in figure 8 extends downwards due to the presence of copper.
The vanadium-gallium phase diagram is shown in figure 9. The v 3Ga phase
is also formed in a solid state diffusion reaction from the bee solid
solution at 1300

•c

and at stoichiometric composition. At 1010

•c

the

range of homogeneity is maximum and extends from 21 to 31.5% Ga. At
600

•c it falls to 21 to 29%. There remains a wide range of stability

for this compound down to room temperature. Therefore this material is
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particularly well suited to study the dependence of Tc on composition.
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All A-15 materials are extremely brittle so that multifilament Nb 3Sn
and v 3Ga superconductors cannot be made by starting with the A-15
composites followed by wire drawing. There are a number of different
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techniques to be described in the next sections to obtain the A-15
multifilament compounds but all of them rely on the solid state diffusion reaction which has to be given when no severe mechanical handling
of the conductor is expected. The consequence of this constraint is
that building superconducting magnets of these materials is a very
delicate technology. Small laboratory magnets where the superconductors
are bent over small diameters and therefore undergo serious mechanical
deformation during winding should be made by the "wind first react
later" technique. For big magnets this technique is not applicable.
Fortunately high current conductors can be made in such a way that we
may now expect that the technology for winding of big magnets out of
reacted wire will be developed.
The reaction to form A-15 Nb 3Sn is found to give optimum results at
temperatures between 650 and 750 °C. This reaction is stimulated by the
presence of copper probably acting as a catalyst for A-15 formation in
a diffusion zone below a temperature of 800

•c.

The material is almost

dislocation free. Flux pinning takes place primarily at grain boundaries so that the grain size, its structure and the Bc 2 value
mainly dictate the height of the critical current density of the
superconductors. A small grain size, high Bc 2 and significant reduction of the superconducting properties at the grain boundary is
favourable for the quality of the superconductor. A fine grain is obtained at low reaction temperatures or by reduction of the crystallite
growth by adding third elements, such as Zr in the case of Nb 3sn. High
values of B are also obtained by adding third elements (Ga and
c2
Hf in Nb 3 Sn) [22, 23, 24, 25, 26].
The optimization of critical current density in Nb 3Sn is in progress as
well as the study of effects due to straining of this very brittle
material [27, 28, 29, 79]. The experiments to relate the critical current density to other superconducting properties have given strong
evidence for the Kramer theory for the collective interaction between
the flux lattice and pinning sites [ 30 J. lZramer has suggested that the
ulttmate pinning force F

p

which can be exerted must correspond to

the shear strength of the flux line lattice. When the Lorentz force
becomes equal to the shear strength of the flnx latttce, 1rnrts of the
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lattice with less pinning will have to shear past more strongly pinned
regions.

It is found that the shear strength at high fields is proportional to b~(l-b) 2 and therefore J - b -~(l-b)2.
c
As the pinning strength is increased, the peak in F should occur at
!.;
p
lower fields and the validity of Fp - b-(l-b) 2 extends to
lower fields [31].
Consequently the value of Bc

is extremely important as well since Jc
2
scales up proportionally with Bf;f 2 according to the Kramer model.
This Kramer theory is found to be well applicable to Nb 3 Sn multifilament superconductors since this material has strongest flux pinning at
the grain boundaries. It therefore has strongly pinned regions and
therewith a reduction of the collective mobility of the flux lattice.
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In figure 10 the overall critical current values obtained in Nb 3Sn by
different techniques are shown in comparison with >n>Ti data [32, 33, 34,
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48, 50]. It can be seen that A-15 bronze based superconductors are
preferable over NbTi beyond 8 tesla while the ECN-type is attractive at
fields down to 3 or 2 tesla.
4.2. Fabrication of A-15 conductors
There exists a number of methods to manufacture A-15 superconducting
materials. Some of these have been scaled up to a considerable technological production such as the bronze technique and the tape methods.
Others are in an advanced state of development and ready for commercial
production, like the ECN- and the in-situ method. Most of these methods
produce Nb 3Sn and v3Ga whereas processes like sputtering, chemical
vapour deposition and rapid quenching techniques are developed or being
developed to produce high Tc materials as Nb 3Ga, Nb 3Al and Nb 3Ge.
At this moment these are far from production at a considerable scale,
however.
4.2.1. The bronze technique
In the so-called bronze technique [35, 36, 37, 39] one starts with a
bronze rod with one or more straight holes in axial direction to be
filled up with niobium rods. These rods, generally with a hexagonal
shape, are stacked together in a billet. Depending on the type of wire
required, a number of different extrusion steps followed by restacking
will be necessary. In most cases also pure copper is accomodated in
the last extrusion billet, separated from the bronze by a layer of
tantalum to prevent tin diffusion into this copper (figures 11, 13).
Some complicating factors in the fabrication of this kind of conductors
are:
a. Bronze has strong work-hardening so that intermediate anneals during
the wire drawing are necessary to prevent breakage.
b. During the final diffusion reaction to form the A-15 layer, the tin
supply from the bronze is rather poor so that in principle a high
reaction temperature is needed to obtain a good yield. A high temperature, however, stimulates also the crystallite growth and therewith decreases the critical current density. As a consequence of
these conflicting factors, the A-15 layer thickness has to be limit-
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Figure 11. A bronze based Nb-Sn conductor made by Airco
(this conductor of p = 0.7 mm contains 2869
Nb filaments of 4 µdiameter).

Figure 12. A scanning electron micrograph of the conductor
shown in figure 11 after heat treatment.
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ed to some microns and therefore very fine Nb filaments are needed
to get a sufficient A-15 material yield by this method (figures 12,
14).
c. Stabilization is difficult to achieve since after reaction to form
Nb 3 Sn there is still some 2% tin left in the matrix, giving it a
high resistivity. Stability should be reached by adding pure copper
separately.
The first two facts make the production of bronze-based Nb 3Sn superconductors very expensive since fine filaments are needed. To obtain the
fine filaments, one has to perform a number of separate extrusion
steps, many wire drawing operations with intermediate anneals.
The same route can be followed with the production of multifilament

v3Ga conductors. However, the Ga-bronze matrix should contain at least
25% gallium to obtain sufficient A-15 yield.

An alternative to the problem of stability is found by incorporating
bronze rods into niobium tubes which are embedded in a copper matrix
(figures 15, 16) (35]. By absorption of tin in these tubes due to Nb 3Sn
formation, the copper stays free from tin. Also a good superconductor
is obtained in this way. However, overall critical current densities
are slightly lower than obtainable with in the normal bronze technique.
In figures 11 to 16 cross-sections of some bronze based Nb 3Sn
conductors are shown.
The next step in the optimization is the replacement of bronze by pure
tin and copper [47, 48, 49, 50]. Although in this case wire drawing is
simplified, since no serious work-hardening occurs in any of the components, extrusion, with a significant reduction as the first step in
fabrication, is no more possible. However, production of well stabilized Nb 3 Sn conductors in sufficient quantity has been shown to be
possible at a price competitive to bronze based materials.
4.2.2. The external diffusion method
To make this conductor, one starts with an extrusion billet containing
Nb or V rods in a pure copper matrix [32, 38]. Both components show no
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Vacuumschmelze
Figure 13. A bronze based Nb-Sn conductor made
(this conductor of ,6
O. 8 mm cwntains 10668 Nb
laments of 2. 5 µ d·iameter).

Figure 14. A scanning electron
shown in figure 13 after

of the conductor
f;reatment.
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severe work hardening and therefore extrusion and wire drawing is an
easy and relatively cheap process. Tin or gallium is added to the composite during the last phase of the production either by electroplating
or a dipping technique. During heat treatment this material diffuses
through the copper to the filaments to form the A-15 phase. The heat
treatment should occur in different steps. Firstly the tin or gallium
should enter the copper matrix to form a bronze by a heat treatment at
a relatively low temperature. During this process the temperature can
be gradually increased. The last phase is the A-15 formation. A high
yield of A-15 material may be attained resulting in high overall current densities. Unfortunately the tin or gallium can be added to the
wire in a layer of a few hundred microns only, so that in order to
obtain this high current density, the diameter of the composite is
limited to 0.3 mm.
Another drawback is that pure copper for stabilization cannot easily be
accomodated.
The main advantage of this process is that it is relatively cheap.
4.2.3. The in-situ process
This process is also a cheap alternative to the bronze technique [40,
41]. The superconductivity is based upon the effect of tunneling of
superconducting electrons. The A-15 cores do not form continuous filaments but are fibers with a very large overlap area in transverse direction. Therefore a small transverse current density due to tunneling
in the normal matrix is sufficient to obtain a high longitudinal current density. The distance between two overlapping fibers should be
shorter than the coherence length (in the order of some tens of a nm).
The conductor is made by quenching a Cu/Nb or Cu/V mixture such that a
large number of Nb or V particles precipitate leaving a solid solution
of Nb or V in copper. These particles are about 5

µ

in diameter. By

extrusion followed by wire drawing, these particles are stretched to
form fibers with the required spacing.
Analogous to the former process, tin is added in the last production
phase by electroplating or by adding bronze. The fibers transform to A15 material during the final heat treatment.
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Figure 15. A bronze based Nb-Sn conductor consisting of a
matr'ix m·th bronze
in a Nb tube.
conductor
made by Supercon ( ¢ = 0. 7.5 mm}.

Figure 16. A scannin9
shcu.}n in

o.f the conductor
treatment.
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The critical current densities obtained are comparable to those in
the bronze/Nb 3 Sn conductors. The stabilization and particularly the a-c
losses form a problem since the superconducting filament is to be considered as thick as the whole composite. Therefore the hysteresis loss
was expected to be high. It is found, however, that this effect is not
quite so serious as it looks. Flux leakage between A-15 fibers may be
possible without disturbing the superconducting state (42].
4.2.4. A-15 tape material
Commercial Nb 3 Sn and V3Ga have been produced for many years by heating
of Nb of V tapes in a liquid tin or gallium bath [44, 45, 46]. With
the appropriate heat treatments and third element additions, single
phase A-15 layers form on a Nb or V substrate. Copper for stability is
added in the last phase of production. These tapes can be wound into
so-called pancakes together with reinforcement strips and high field
magnets are constructed by stacking a number of these.
Since only prereacted tapes can be used, the winding process is rather
risky and A-15 layers should be at the neutral axis of this tape. Also
intrinsic stability is difficult to achieve since the A-15 layer is as
broad as the tape itself.
For conductor stability, the pancakes should be stacked in such a way
that the magnetic field has a low component perpendicular to the tape
itself.
Especially the A-15 tapes have shown that reliable high field magnets
can be built from A-15 material (figure 51).
4.2.5. The ECN technique
The ECN approach to production of A-15 conductors relies on the reaction between Nb or V with NbSn 2 , v 2Ga 5 or VSi 2 powder (33, 43]. The
main difference with the bronze technique is that A-15 material forms
from a tin rich composite giving especially in the case of Nb 3Sn an
almost stoichiometric composition after heat treatment. It is found
that the values of critical temperature lie near the optimum value
(18.3 K).

Also the extrapolation of the critical current density to

high fields following the Kramer model leads to a Bc 2 close to the
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Jc, and assume that it is constant within the filament. Tilis assumption, which is clearly approximate, becomes increasingly accurate
as the applied field increases and the filament diameter decreases.
If

B1

is the time derivative of the transverse field, Jc the axial cri-

tical current density, ds the filament diameter and n the ratio of
the volume of superconducting material over' the total volume, we find
for the loss:

16nB~!i1 !

Ph

31111 2J
0

5-1

d

c s

if
µ J d
0 c s
Bl < < 1T- - -

and
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This result should be multiplied by 1 + ki 2 if a transport current
I(i

I/Ic) is flowing, where k is a geometry factor close to 1.

=

If the applied field is parallel to the wire axis (B ):
1

p

for

and

h

=
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5-4
for

where Jc' is the critical current density in angular direction. It
should be noted that for the two cases (transverse and longitudinal
fields), two different values of the current densities have to be taken: Jc and Jc,· Both are functions of the local magnetic field.
Especially in NbTi this current density is highly anisotropic due to
the great anisotropy introduced in the metallurgical state as a result
of the foregoing deformation process. Normally the critical current
density in circumferential direction is lower than in axial direction
and in practical cases the losses due to longitudinal field changes are
negligible.
In the case that the magnetic field is cycled between -Blmax and
+Blmax• the hysteresis loss per cycle becomes independent of the
shape of the cycle The dissipated heat per cycle and per unit of
volume found with equations 5-1 and

s~2,

is given by:
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5.3. Eddy current or filament coupling losses
It has already been indicated that the filament can form inductive
loops which in the case of parallel filaments are as long as their
length and as wide as their radial separation. The induced current
which is dissipative in the matrix therefore gives rise to losses.
These coupling losses can be reduced in two ways. Application of a
twist of the conductor such that the inductive loops are limited to one
half twist pitch and incorporation of a high transverse resistivity in
the normal matrix [53, 54, 55].

The situation is explained in figure

21.

time

magnetic field

l

l

Figure 21.
Coupling currents between
filaments in a low resistivity matrix due to a
changing applied transverse field.

A critical twist length, Lc, can be given to ensure that the current density in the outer filament zone due to this effect does not
exceed the critical value J :
c

5-7

In this equation Pi is the transverse resistivity and D is the composite diameter.
If there is no boundary resistivity between the matrix and the superconductor:
1 - Tl

pl

pm~·
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If both components are electrically insulated:
p

= p

m

1

Pm is the resistivity of the matrix material.
The loss in a monotonically increasing transverse field with time
derivate B is given by:
1
p

5-8

c

for L < L

c

(L

= twist

pitch).

If the multifilament is subjected to a field varying harmonically in

time we find:
p

5-9

c

where T

0

the time constant for the decay of the coupling current and w the angular frequency.
For w << l/T 0 (low frequency) it is found that Pc is proportional
to w2 which is different from the frequency dependence of the hysteresis losses (Ph - w). For w >> l/T0 the loss approaches a constant
value.
This means that the coupling current shields the inside of the conductor from any external magnetic field change. Due to this shielding the
hysteresis loss decreases.
The expressions given here are only approximate and start from the
assumption that the multifilament has only shielding currents at the
periphery or the outer filament. Therefore the limiting condition for
applicability is L < Lc or:
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5-10

Exceeding this limit gives a rapid increase in losses with frequency
and pulse field amplitude. In any practical case this effect should be
avoided to keep magnet operation safe.
5.4. Self field losses
Self field losses occur as a consequence of a change in transport current in connection with an alteration of the current density profile

[56, 57]. The self field effect is discussed in chapter 7 of this thesis where an equation is derived to determine the electric field due to
a change in current density induced by a change in transport current.
It is shown in chapter 7 that the electric field is determined by the
equation:
11 0

dl

= 211r

dt -

11

R

r0

Jr'

dr'.

r

For the derivation it is assumed that the current density J(r,t) varies
continuously with the distance from the centre, r and time, t except
for r = r 0 (t) where due to any change in the transport current a
discontinuity in the current density exists (figure 22).
To determine the effect of a change in transport current only, we may
(lJ
at
= 0:

write, therefore, with
<JEZ

1ir

11 0

dl
dt.

= 21Tr

5-11

In chapter 7 it is argued that in this case the current density changes
dl
predomin8.lfltly in the outermost conductor area if at f O; integration to find the loss is, therefore, bounded by the location where
the discontinuity in current density (= ± nJc) occurs.
Hence we find:
11

0

dl

r

E (r) = - In z
211 dt
r

5-12
0
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for r

0

<

r < Rand Ez(r)

0 for 0 < r < r

The discontinuity in J exists at r = r

0

•

0

•

From equation 5-12 it can be

concluded that the electric field becomes infinite for r 0 + O, i.e.
the transport current reaches the critical current in a conductor
where filaments are in the centre of the composite. Any infinitesimal
change in transport current leads to a considerable displacement of the
electric centre r

0

and therefore to high values of the electric field.

In practice we may define a number of different situations.
a. The superconductor experiences a current increase for the first
time. In this case the power generated per unit of volume
is found by integrating nJcEz over the volume of the conductor;
(figure 22 A), hence:
5-13

In this derivation it is assumed that the critical current density
Jc is constant over the conductor cross section. This approximation is valid for conductors in high ambient fields. For conductors subjected to their self field only, an average value should be
taken.
~he

total loss per unit of volume if the current is increased up to

I = iic is found by integrating this equation over the time, which
in the case that Jc remains a constant gives:
5-14
b. The transport current is changed such that it does not exceed any
value experienced before (figure 22 B and C).
For the loss per unit of volume and time we find under the same
boundary conditions:
5-15
If the current is decreased from the maximum value down to zero and
for any subsequent cycle of the same amplitude the total dissipation
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during an increase or decrease is equal to:
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Figure 23. The loss and power dissipation
as
function of reduced transCUI'rent.

increasing current

Figure 22. The current density pattern in
a multifilament conductor.
c. If the transport current attains a value that is higher than any
value before, a discontinuity occurs in the power dissipation per
unit of volU111e and the formula 5-13 should be applied. The total
power loss is found by combining the loss expressions 5-14 and 5-16
in the appropriate way.
In figure 22 and 23 the different situations occurring due to the self
field effect and related losses are shown. It is seen that the self
field losses are highest in a conductor in its virgin state. From experiments described in section 8.6 it is found that the self field
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effect is a physical reality and losses as well as the particular current density profile due to this effect do in fact occur. However, all
experience indicates that the losses and the instabilities are less
severe than this mathematical model predicts.
There exist a number of mechanisms that stimulate current density homogenization in a twisted composite.
- The longitudinal component of the self field due to the angular current density in the twisted conductor gives rise to a loss free contribution to the transport current (If) flowing in the central
non saturated area of the multifilament wire. This component may be
shown to be equal to:

so a quantity i' to be used in eq. 5-13 to 5-16 should be defined and
may be approximated by:

which is smaller than the original value for i(= I/I ).
c

- A changing applied transverse field with a rate B1 causes a
current density homogenization. This is due to the fact that a
multifilament which is not carrying its critical current has filaments whose electric centres are at different locations in the superconducting material. The applied transverse field superimposed on the
self field therefore induces a non zero electric field and therewith
causes current redistribution.
A proper calculation, assuming that the current density has an axial
component only, leads to the result expressed in the following differential equation [58, 59]:
5-17

This equation is analogous to the equation describing thermal diffusion
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in a body with cylindrical symmetry. The time varying magnetic field
stimulates current density homogenization in this case. The diffusion
constant for current homogenization is equal to dslB1 l/2µ 0 nJc in
this case.

.

Under normal conditions low B1 , fine filaments and high Jc
values, this diffusion is a relatively slow process. However, the
current homogenization may be responsible for the fact that self field
instabilities do not occur even when adiabatic theory predicts they
should.
A simple solution of 5-17 can be found when field and transport current
increase in phase B1 = kl and we find:
Blfl (Br)
0

J

5-18

211r 1 (Br)
0 1

where

I (Br) and r (Br) are the modified Bessel functions of zero and first
0
1
order. If is a loss free transport current flowing in the non saturated
central area of the twisted composite where J = nJ :
c

r

If

0

J211rJ(r)dr
0

and
I = 11nJ (R 2 - r 2 ) + I •
c

0

f

With 5-18 it is in principle possible to determine If, the loss
free component in the total transport current. The complete transport
current is loss free under the conditions that:
J = nJc at r = r 0 =Rand B1 = klf so that:

I

c

BRI (BR)
0

5-19
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with
2µ nJ

132
=

0
c
dsBl •

This loss free current as a fraction of critical current is shown in
figure 24. As an example, some numbers on If/Ic are given in table I.
It should be mentioned in this respect that the self field effect can
be suppressed simply by braiding or double twisting. This then becomes
a serious requirement for high current conductors with Ic values of
some thousand amperes. Both braiding and double twisting ensure a
complete homogenization of current density since all filaments will
sooner or later traverse all distances from the centre of the composite.
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Figure 24. The maxirrrum loss free current due to fitament interaction
in a composite where the transport current and
transverse fietd increase simultaneously.
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TABLE I
Calculated loss free current fraction of critical current for F-130
series Vacuumschmelze NbTi superconductor [ 60].
Tl

ds(JJ)

B1 (tesla)

J (Am-2)

c

BR

If/Ic

Ic(A)

2.98

0.63

720

2.14

0.67

450

5

1.6 x 10 9
1.6 x 109
1.6 x 10 9

1.94

0.71

320

5

1.6 x 109

1. 74

o.74

213

0.33

67

5

0.33

55

5

o.33

45

0.33

37
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CHAPTER 6
STABILITY OF TECHNICAL SUPERCONDUCTORS
6.1. Introduction
Generally, superconducting materials have a very strong electron-phonon
interaction. This interaction is responsible for the formation of
Cooper pairs and therefore the occurrence of superconductivity. On the
other hand if this strong electron-phonon interaction does not give
rise to superconductivity (for instance B,T > Bc 2 ,Tc respectively),
it results into scattering of the electrons and it therefore leads to
a high electrical resistivity. If for any reason the superconducting
state is suddenly interrupted, the step in resistivity will be found to
be extremely large. Inversely, if the current density in a material,
which is superconducting and in its critical state, obtains a normal
component, it will enter the flux flow state and thereby the electric
field may become relatively high. Flux will flow more rapidly the higher the normal resistivity is and in type II superconducting materials,
it manifests itself as an instantaneous effect i.e. flux jumping. The
induced electric field in connection with -a high critical current density also gives per unit of volume a high Joule heating and therefore a
temperature rise which may be very high since the thermal conductivity
and specific heat close to absolute zero of these materials are very
low. Therefore, if the superconductor is carrying a transport current
which cannot sufficiently rapidly find an alternative low resistivity
path, the conductor may become unstable and cause quenching of the
superconducting magnet.
There exist two different approaches to obtain stability of superconductors and therewith intrinsic reliability of magnet systems.
6.2. Cryostatic and cryodynamic stability
By the addition of sufficient cooling capacity and low resistivity
material such that the conductor is returned to its superconducting
state if for any reason it has started to become normally conducting,
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one obtains a situation of cryostatic stabilization. It requires, however, a large amount of pure copper in the conductor and a good access
of liquid helium to the separate conductors within the magnet.

The

required copper-conductor ratios can be as high as 20 : 1 [61, 62].
This way of stabilization works well for large magnets to generate
moderate fields (up to 6 tesla) and the criteria are found to be simple
and reliable. Higher fields, however, require high current densities
and therefore a reduced amount of copper matrix in the composite. One
should therefore improve the cooling capacity by application of superfluid helium such that cryostatic stability remains possible at increased current densities [62]. Another possibility is to adopt cryodynamic stabilization by application of hollow conductors with forced
cooling involving two phase helium (liquid and gas) or single phase
supercritical helium [63, 64, 65, 66].
All methods of forced cooling have their specific advantages and disadvantages, but are now beginning to be applied in the technology for
large magnets with high current densities. It has turned out to be
difficult to interpret or to predict the effects of thermal instabilities which occur in hollow forced cooled conductors. Many of the parameters that govern the growth of normal zones are not numerically known
with sufficient precision, especially since they are closely related to
often very complicated geometries of cooling channels and conductor
lay-out [64, 65].
The fundamental understanding is well in progress and we may look forward to the construction of a large superconducting magnet performing
reliably and with forced cooling under the conditions specified.
6.3. Intrinsic stability
The second approach to optimize reliability is intrinsic stabilization.
This way of stabilization is obtained by the choice of a proper composition and lay-out of the conductor such that the composite material
itself impedes any thermal run-away effect following a flux jump. This
flux jump which can trigger an instability on the scale of the entire
composite may be caused by any circumstance which results in a temperature increase or a change of the internal flux density profile.

In-
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trinsic stabilization should not be seen as a way to relieve the boundary conditions for cryostatic or cryodynamic stability. It takes away
the main source for instabilities but it is not the cure to any thermal
effect resulting in a normal or partly normal zone in a conductor. For
small magnets it is found that intrinsic stability can be used without
any further cryostatic stabilization, i.e. a conductor can be applied
in a magnet and be operated safely if it is intrinsically stable and
the temperature is kept well below the critical value. If a magnet is
operating this way, a very careful construction is necessary to limit
the risk of wire movement during energization of the magnet and instantaneous and local heat release which may drive such a magnet normal.
In large magnets very high stress levels occur leading automatically to
higher risks for local and instantaneous heat dissipation, especially
if the conductor gets a more complicated lay-out and therefore has more
degrees of freedom to move and dissipate energy. It is expected that
compact high field and current cable conductors will be developed in
the near future, which can be applied in magnet technology such that
the safety is entirely guaranteed by intrinsic stabilization. Only a
limited volume of stationary or slowly flowing heliwn is needed to cool
the magnet and to take up rapidly any heat dissipated during mechanical
disturbances [66, 70, 71, 72]
6.3.1. The method to suppress instabilities
The development of insight into stability has gone parallel with the
development of high current density NbTi superconductors. The first
NbTi conductors used to make magnets, consisted of one single or a
limited nwnber of filaments embedded in pure copper (figure 5). It was
observed, however, that these conductors very often showed premature
quenching and a considerable remanence. The latter being due to the
trapped magnetic flux within the thick filament [67]. The premature
quenching is found to be originated most often by electromagnetic disturbances giving rise to normalities on an extensive scale. It was soon
realized that any heat dissipated in such a disturbance or flux jump
can be conducted rapidly away by subdividing the superconductor into
filaments. If such a filament becomes thinner than a certain thickness
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the flux jumping does not occur and the superconductor is intrinsically
stable [67, 68, 69, 71, 73, 74].
To support the interpretation of the measurements done in the current
investigation, to obtain stability of technical NbTi and Nb 3 Sn conductors, some criteria will be derived in the next section. These criteria
also lead to the design specifications of stable conductors for high
current and current density cables.
To analyze the processes taking place during an instability, we start
from the observation that in the case of an electromagnetic disturbance
in a filament, which is embedded in a normal matrix, heat is dissipated
in both the superconducting material and the matrix. The dissipation is
greatest in this superconducting material so that within a certain
period of time this heat should be conducted away to the matrix. The
characteristic time for dissipation to the matrix is mainly determined
by the thermal properties of the superconducting material.

Also mag-

netic flux is transported through the superconductor and matrix where
due to the differences in normal resistivity of the two materials, the
transport within the low resistivity matrix dictates the time dependent
magnetic behaviour of the entire composite.
This foregoing argument is reflected in the equations for heat and
magnetic flux transport:
6-la
and
6-lb
where p is the specific resistivity, C the heat capacity per unit of
volume , A the thermal conductivity and P the power generated per unit
of volume.
From these equations we can draw some conclusions.
a. In pure metals heat is transported more rapidly than magnetic flux:
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b. In alloys heat is transported more slowly than magnetic flux:

c. In superconducting materials, magnetic flux is transported at about
the same rate as heat in pure metals, since the normal resistivity,
p, determines the flow rate.

From these arguments it is clear that the response of both superconducting material and matrix to diffusion of heat and flux greatly de•
termines the temperature increase and its evolution in space during an
instability.

This is clearly a feed·back process since any increase in

temperature alters the critical state of the superconductor and there·
with stimulates rapid flux penetration to give further heat dissipation
followed by temperature rise (figure 25).

25.

The sequence of processes taking place
during an instability and related feed
baak to aause a run-away effect eventually.
To develop a model to describe the thermal and electromagnetic behaviour of a composite, it is necessary to specify the temperature rise in
space and time of both the superconducting material and the matrix,
taking into consideration their specific properties and the mutual
electromagnetic and thermal influence. It is obvious that the composition and the lay-out of the various elements in a multifilament superconductor will dictate the extent of the various processes taking
place. We will therefore describe the thermal effects taking place in a
superconducting core where energy is being dissipated.
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6.3.2. The stability model
We start from a square superconducting filament of thickness d in
•
s
which heat Q per unit of time and volume is generated. We suppose that the dissipation occurs homogeneously in space. This is
clearly approximate, if we want to specify the behaviour of a single
and thick filament in a noX'lllal matrix, taking into account a theX'lllal
relaxation effect.
For the derivation of a stability criterion it is necessary and sufficient to assume an infinitesimal temperature rise, so that the equations are valid in a regime where the value of As and Cs undergo no significant changes. Therefore we find for the theX'lllal balance
of the filament:
6-2

The heat generated causes both a temperature rise, AT and dissipation
to the matrix which is supposed to have good thermal conductivity (figure 26).

1 t 1 f 1t t

Figure 26.
r:O,.---x-.--d,.-is

0

The spatial temperature distr1:bution
in a square massive filament in a wen
cooled normal matrix.

We find for the average temperature rise:
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6-3

dt

and the heat conducted away per unit of time to the matrix:
dT., iQ_ (l _ -t/T)
s dt
dt
e

p ., iQ_ _ C

dt

6-4

where

The heat production, however, is not constant in time during an instability so we should find an expression for the heat conducted away to
the matrix as

Qbecomes

a function of time. Therefore we divide the

time in which an instability is supposed to occur into intervals, each
with a constant value of

Q(figure

27)
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Figure 27.
The heat production rate in a
filament approached bY, a C!UfiUlative step function Qj+l-Qj.

For each interval we find:

and for the contribution of the jth time interval of the power conducted to the environment at time t and during tit, it follows that:
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6-5

0

This equation for P gives an expression for the heat conducted to the
environment by a superconducting core if the heat dissipated in the
material is a function of time. Tilis heat dissipation in a superconductor is an irreversible process and the amount of dissipation is determined by the external work done and the change in the magnetization of
the material. 'lbis magnetization in a superconductor is carried by the
supercurrents and therefore we may interpret the first term on the
right hand side of equation 2-1 as the total Joule heat to be dissipated
in an instability. We will consider the instability as a deviation from
the steady state of the quantities B, Ez' T and Jc denoted by AB, AEz,
AT and AJc respectively, where AEz is the electric field occurring and
consequently
and volume.

Q

JcAEz the Joule heat dissipated

per unit of time

We now introduce the following quantities:
Ae,Pe,ce : The effective heat conductivity, electrical resistivity
and heat capacity of that part of the composite that is
relevant in the stability equation. These quantities will be
specified in more detail as the equations are interpreted.
1 - n

The fraction of stabilizing low resistivity material of the
whole composite.
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n

The fraction of superconducting material of the total amount

s

of composite material except low resistivity stabilizing
material.
Further we introduce the abbreviations:
32
3x3t

etc.

For the case of a composite containing superconducting cores undergoing
an instability followed by heat dissipation we can describe the thermal
balance by inserting equation 6-5 into 6-1 and assuming that a fraction
of the critical current is carried as a transport current:

6-6

During the temperature rise, the critical current density decreases and
an electric field due to magnetic flux flow is generated giving rise to
a normal current density in both matrix material and superconductor.
This latter is negligible, however, since the normal state resistivity
of a superconducting material is very high. Therefore we arrive for the
current density at the following expression:

3J

6-7

+ nnsi aTc 6T =i-"<V'MB)z.

6J

0

In the case that no heat is dissipated by the filament to the environment we can calculate the adiabatic temperature rise, 6Ta,
with the following equation:

6-8

These equations can be rewritten in the form:

>.

C

>.e3 t V' 26T + --:;- V'26T = Ce 3tt6T + ./ i\6T nn

s

= -1"- iJ

c

(a t VMB) z

J 6E

c

z

6-9

6-10
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+

pe(VMB)z

AE z

nn i

(lJ

1-n

<lT

- _,_s___
c AT.

µ (1-n)
0

6-11

Combining these equations yields:
).

A

(l

e t

V2AT +~ V2AT
T

C (l AT +
e tt

T

(l

t

AT -

6-12

We now replace ATa by AT, which implies that any solution for the
temperature increase in a superconductor due to an instability should
result in a higher temperature increase than occurs in reality.

Conse-

quently the requirements for stability to be derived will be conservative.
A superconductor which is exposed to a homogeneous transverse magnetic
field will, in the case of an instability, transport flux in a transverse direction. We can therefore expect that a solution of equation 612 in one dimension will be sufficient to describe at least conservatively what in fact happens in the superconductor under such conditions. We therefore replace V2 in 6-12 by 3xx and V by 3x to
find a one dimensional solution, of which the time dependent part
should obey the boundary condition AT

AT(x,t)

=0

for t

= o.

This

latter requirement follows directly from 6-5. The physical meaning is
that at the onset of an instability, heat is beginning to be dissipated
by inductive heating giving a temperature rise which starts from zero.
A second requirement is that at the front of an instability or flux
jump, the electric field equals zero. In the worst case, the location
where this occurs should be the point at the greatest distance from
where the instability originates. In the case of no direct cooling of
the superconductor, the electric field and temperature rise is maximum
where the flux enters as indicated in figure 28.
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Figure 28. The fluz densii;y profile in a superconducting filament and
composite du.ring the instahiZii;y and temperature increase
depending on cooling conditions.
Hence we can suggest a solution of the form
6T(x,t)
~(t)

with

= K 1 ~(t)cos(kx)+ K 2 ~(t)sin(kx)

= 0 for t = 0 and k a parameter which will take into account

the boundary condition 6T

=0

at the proper location in the supercon-

ductor where the instability is supposed to take place.
The evolution of a magnetic instability in space and time is shown
schematically in figure 29.
These arguments lead to the following equation:
6-13
where
n2n2i2p J oJ
s
e c
c

(1-n) c

e

and

~(t)

=

3T

0 for t = 0.

This equation has a nwnber of characteristic solutions for

~(t),

each

with its own physical consequence for stability and separate boundary
conditions.
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6.3.3. Spontaneous damping of an instability
It is found with equation 6-13 that the characteristic equation for
$(t) = e 6 t yields two different negative solutions for

a:

61 and 62

if
T

+i>o.
T

6-14

This gives rise to a solution of $(t) as shown in figure 29. An instability will not lead to thermal run-away effects in the superconductor.
It is also seen that the relaxation effect for thermal equilibrium is
not important for stability although it will control to some extent the
duration of the instability itself. Assuming no heat conduction from
the superconducting composite to the environment and therefore a temperature which is maximum at the edge of the filament (x = 0) and
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= 0 at x = D, where D is
= n/2D with K2 = 0 in the

AT

the diameter of the composite, we find

k

general expression for AT (see figure 28).

Working out equation 6-14 we find:
>.. T (1-n)

C T

e o
e o
{-----+---p n2n2
µ n2n2
e
s
o
s
where T

o

-J

c

(a J

T c

6-15

)-1 which can be approximated for NbTi and Nb sn
3

as Tc - Tb due to the linear dependence of Jc on temperature, Tb is
the temperature of the conductor before the onset of the instability.
This formula has the following interpretation:
A superconductor with diameter D and critical current density Jc
operating at a current level i undergoes an instability and therewith
dissipates some heat. The material itself will to some extent conduct
away and absorb this dissipated energy, while the low resistivity of
the matrix impedes rapid diffusion of magnetic flux.

6.3.3.1. Adiabatic stability
In the case that only the superconducting material is responsible for
stability by absorption of all of the dissipated energy, it is in its
adiabatic state so that according to 6-15:

6-16
Since D = ds and n
ns = 1, hence the environment of the conductor
has no influence on the behaviour of the superconducting material. We
call equation 6-16 the adiabatic stability criterion.

6.3.3.2. Collective stability
The environment of the superconductor can influence the stability by
acting as a heat sink due to good thermal conductivity and by suppressing rapid flux diffusion through the matrix. In this case the superconductor acts collectively with its environment of low resistivity mate-
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rial.
The criterion becomes identical with equation 6-15 and reads:
A. T (1-n)

e o
{~~~~- +
p n2n2

e

with n

6

=

s

C T

e o

6-17

~~~-

µ n2n2

o

s

1 for NbTi conductors.

The collective behaviour of the filaments and matrix is visualized in
the following way:
Suppose a flux jump occurs and one or more filaments partly loose its
or thelr current carrying capacity. The magnetic flux change slowly
diffuses away from this location, however, the gradients in flux density are carried by a current density in the matrix such that the loss in
current carrying capacity is compensated by a temporary current sharing. The heat released is carried away comparatively rapidly so that
the superconductor easily returns to its original state if the equation
6-17 is fulfilled.
In this equation pe is the effective resistivity in axial direction and
can be taken as Pcu if copper is the material which provides stabilization.
Ae is the effective heat conductivity in transverse direction and
it can be shown that:
6-18
This equation is found by calculating the effective thermal diffusivity
through a regular array of square low conductivity material within a
high conductivity matrix.
It is obvious that both conditions 6-16 and 6-17 apply to a composite
which has poor contact with a coolant. This is due to the fact that the
boundary condition implies that AT is maximum at x

=0

(figure 28).

6.3.3.3. Dynamic stability
Another extreme is found if the superconductor is well cooled at its
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edge. Setting as indicated in figure 28: AT(x,t)

= K 2 ~(t)sin(kx)

with

K1 = 0 it is found with the appropriate boundary condition leading to
k = n/D, that stability is obtained if:
J. (l-11)T
{ e
o

+ -!L.2.} .

P 112112

µ n2112
o
s

e

s

C T

6-19

This equation can be applied to composites with perfect cooling in the
same way as described in section 6.3.3. It can, however, also be used
to find the stability requirement of a filament in its critical state,
embedded in a high conductivity matrix and therefore acting as a perfect heat sink.
Referring to the equation for heat conductivity in a superconducting
material (6-6) we find that we should replace Ae by nn J.s and
8

Ce by nnsCs; Pe becomes pm: the resistivity of the matrix material
in longitudinal direction.
This gives:
6-20

This criterion is called the dynamic stability criterion and it reflects the contribution of heat absorption in the filament and the
dynamic effect of flux and heat diffusion by the interaction between
filament and matrix. This latter contribution can be specified
separately as:
6-21

with n

s

=1

since it basically applies to NbTi in copper.

6.3.4. Partial instabilities
The second possibility for an analytical solution of equation 6-13
occurs if:
6-22
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In this case, the superconducting composite or filament is seen to be
able to undergo flux jumping. The instability occurs as follows:
Directly after the onset of the disturbance, electric current is expelled from the filament or the composite to the low resistivity
matrix. This exclusion of current is accompanied by a change in the
magnetic flux pattern around this filament. In a later stage, the filament starts to dissipate its energy and so a further increase in the
temperature of the composite may occur.
In this way the filament or the composite will completely loose its
current carrying capacity.
If, however, the entire conductor possesses some excess current carrying capacity which is able to take up the decrease in any local capacity and if magnetic flux diffuses at such a rate that the redistribution
in current density has taken place before a considerable amount of heat
is dissipated to its environment, then a quasi stable situation exists.
The energy released is limited since only a certain amount of stored
energy is available. Therefore the temperature increase must come to an
end and the superconductor returns to its superconducting state as
thermal equilibrium is reached. This stability is found in composites
which consist of different more or less thermally isolated substrands
and also in Nb 3Sn conductors which have a number of units each consisting of Nb 3Sn filaments in bronze and surrounded by a diffusion barrier
(figures 30, 31).
For this type of conductor we can derive a criterion for stability as
well. Looking into the solution of equation 6-13 under the condition
that:

it is found that the characteristic equation leads to two different
roots, one positive 6 2 and one negative 6 1 • In order to allow a rapid
flux redistribution and relatively slow heat dissipation we require:

The solution for

~T

is illustrated graphically in figure 32. The rapid

initial temperature rise is due to current redistribution; the gradual
increase in a later stage is caused by heat dissipation to the matrix.
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We suppose for the time being that criterion 6-20 is violated by a
factor n which is larger than 1.
So:

The two characteristic relaxation times shown in figure 32 are for

.!..:
T

k2y »

l
1
-----

T

and

n -

Again for k 2y >> l/T we find that both relaxation times are very different and rapid current redistribution becomes possible before the
thermal effect can play an important role.

heat :
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current.
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Figure 32.
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Working out this criterion with k

n/2D in which D is the thickness of

the entire composite we find:
A
n2 < n2
{ -l:t +
24 A c
d2
s
e

s

P

e

}

JJ (1-n) •

6-24

o

In the case of Nb 3 Sn high current conductors with separate Nb Sn/
3
bronze cores or braided cables we should interpret Cs and As as the
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specific heat and thermal conductivity of the material that can undergo the instability as a whole and loose its current carrying capacity. The parameters Ae' Ce and Pe represent the effective values of
the stabilizing material.
D is the dimension of the braid in the direction perpendicular to the
transport current and magnetic field; ds the thickness of the superconducting core that is not stabilized. This may be the Nb 3Sn/bronze
core or the wire of which the braid is built up.

6.3.5. Adiabatic stability ECN-tyPe superconductors
In the preceding sections, a number of criteria for stability have
been derived for multifilament NbTi and Nb3Sn conductors of the bronze
type. These criteria do not directly apply to the ECN A-15 conductors
since here the layers in the superconductors have a shape which is best
approximated by a hollow cylinder.
The current density distribution in any filament has only cylinder
symmetry when it is subjected to the magnetic field caused by its own
transport current. When an external field is applied, the electric
centre (location of E = 0 during flux redistribution) becomes
straight.
In this case flux transport in transverse direction has to be assumed
during an instability.
A criterion to suppress flux jumping in radial direction with cylinder
symmetry will be derived in the next chapter for this particular geometry. Here we shall limit ourselves to the case of stability against
flux jumping in transverse direction
We divide the conductor in 3 regions (figure 33).

33.
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- The area where magnetic flux penetration due to a reduction in
critical current density occurs. It can be shown easily that the
electric field generated due to this penetration becomes:
JI (x22

o

+

xR

+ 2R Ri- _23 R2)a

u

u

J

utc

where x is the distance from the centre of the A-15

ring.~

and

Ri are outer and inner radii of the A-15 cylinder.
- In the area where no A-15 material is present an electric field also
occurs which is a consequence of the reduction of current density in
the A-15 ring. Since there is no local current density it causes no
heat dissipation and

Ez

m

JI {x(R

o

u - Ri) - .!_
2 R2i - 1.
2 R2u + 2R uRi }a t J c·

- In the area where the electric centre is moving the electric field is
given by:

+ xR

u

-
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i

+
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-

2
12Ru
)a J ,
tc

The power dissipation per unit of volume is found by integration:

6-25

For stability it is required that the feedback process explained in
figure 25 is suppressed and therefore:
-1

cs at T < cs ( aTJ c ) atJ c .

6-26

Replacing Ru - Ri by d: the layer thickness, it is found by combining equations 6-25 and 6-26:
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6-27

This is clearly a condition on the outer radius of the A-15 ring. It is
a conservative criterion for the following reasons:
a. The total heat dissipation is overestimated.
b. The total heat absorption capacity is underestimated, heat conduction perpendicular to the flux flow direction is omitted in the
calculation.
c. Due to a relatively thin A-15 ring also heat conduction to the environment of niobium will occur.
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CHAPTER 7
THE SELF FIELD EFFECT AND STABILITY

7.1. The occurrence of the self field effect
It has been indicated in section S.3. that multifilament superconductors must be twisted to avoid large inductive loops within the composite. This twisting, however, does not stimulate a homogeneous current
distribution over the filaments if the transport current is increased
or decreased. On the contrary, any change in the transport current is
due to a change in the current of the outermost layers of filaments
which are able to change their current direction. Since twisting does
not alter the position of the filament with respect to its distance to
the wire axis, it is not possible to suppress the self field effect.
This self field is a consequence of the Maxwell equations in relation
to superconductivity i.e. no electric field is generated if there is no
local change in magnetic flux distribution.
The Maxwell equations for a cylindrical geometry with axial and angular
symmetry and Jc having an axial component only, read:

!.r

a r (ra t H$ )

=

7-1

atJc

and
+

-a r Ez = -µ o at a$ .

(VAE)$

7-2

Combining these equations we find:
µ

a r Ez

= .....2
r

r

Jr' a t Jdr'

7-3

0

since the boundary condition is H$ = ata$ = 0 for r
For a certain value r (t) with 0 < r 0
0

we should require that Ez

=

o,

O.

r < R in a superconductor

to have minimum voltage build-up

and therefore no change in current density will occur for r

~

r0

•
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As a consequence a change in transport current should be due to a
change in current density in the filament layer with largest distance
from the centre (figure 34).

Figure 34.
Current distribution in a composite due to the
self field effect.

We now assume a variation in the current density with axial and circumferential symmetry, which has both a discontinuous and continuous component (figure 35), leading to:

a

t

J = 6(r - r ) (J (r ) - J (r ))a r
2 o
1 o
o
to

+

a

t

J(r I r )
o

7-4

with 6(r - r ) is the Dirac a-function and
0

J 1 (r

0

)

=

lim
r t

r

J(r); J 2 (r )
0
0

J(r)

lim
r

t

r

since the discontinuity occurs in r

+--r
ro(t)

R

J1(r,tl

=

r

•
0

Figure 35.

J 2 (r,tl

Jz

0

0

Arbitrary current distribution with radial symmetry. The electric field is a consequence of the
combined effect of the discontinuity in r 0 (t) and
the changes of J 1 and J with time.
2

Substituting 7-4 in 7-3 and integrating we find:

11

a (E )
rz

= _2.
r
11

_2.

r

r (J 1 (r ) - J 2 (r ) )a r +
o
o
o
to
r

fr' at J(r'

I< r 0 )dr'.

0

7-5

The transport current is also a function of time, given by:
R

I(t)

= f 2wrJ(r,t)dr

7-6

0

where R ls the outer radius of the twisted composite.
The time derivative of this equation is given by:

dr
leading with equation 7-5

0

and~=

atro to the relation:

11 0 dl
11 0 R
a E = - - - - - fr' i.l Jdr'.
r z
2~r dt
r
t

7-7

r

This equation has the following interpretation. An electric field develops whenever the transport current changes or when there is a continuous change in current density distribution even without a change in
the transport current.
The first term on the right hand side is used to calculate the a-c
losses in section 5.4.whereas the second term applies if instabilities
occur when the current remains constant.
7.2. Self field instability
If we consider the last term of equation 7-7 we can calculate the power

dissipated in an instability giving rise to a reduction in the critical
current density so atJc I< 0 with E(r 0
tion 7-7 becomes:

)

0 so that after integra-
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7-8

with the extra condition that the self field effect is complete. The
current density distribution is established by the variation in the
transport current only.
Hence, relating to figure 34, the requirement is: J
r 0 < r < R and elsewhere J

=0

with i

=

for

nn J

s c

1 - r~/R2.

The superconductor is supposed to be in the adiabatic condition and
the stabilized filaments dissipate their energy rapidly to the matrix
guaranteeing a good homogenization of the temperature distribution.
Hence:
1 R
P = J2nrE Jdr
1tR2 o
z

gives with substitution of 7-8 taking into consideration the boundary
conditions and integration:
P

=

n2 n2J R2(1 2 + 2i + 2ln(l - i)}a J •
s c

7-9

t c

The condition for stability is analogous to equation 6-26:

7-10
so that the self field stability criterion becomes:

nn s J c R <

~ {-12 µ

. /fiC'"T

21 -

2ln(l - i)

0

v~ f(i).
µ

7-11

0

This criterion indicates that the transport current should not exceed a
certain value to prevent flux jumping and a run-away effect. It applies
to a well mixed composite as shown in figures 7, 15 and 19. For a conductor of the type shown in figures ll and 11 we should interpret R as
the outer radius of the A-15 area with n

=

1. For the conductor shown

in figure 6, the parameter i in 7-11 should be multiplied with a ge01netry factor equal to the

relati~e

cross sectional area containing the

filaments and we should take the local value for n with n

s

=

1.
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The function f(i) in equation 7-11 is shown in figure 36. It is found
that the criterion becomes less strict when heat dissipation to a cooling material is taken into account [75]. However, in the case of a
superconducting magnet in which windings are potted with an epoxy
resin, one should apply the criterion expressed in equation 7-11 to
find the maximum transport current in relation to the conductor geometry. In practice it is experienced that although the self field effect
does occur and the mathematics is correct, self field instabilities are
hard to detect. We will come back to this point later.

F'igur>e 36.

The
f(i)

-'"- 2i

2ln(i -

1)

The self field effect is clearly related to the specific current density profile in the conductor when the transport current is increased or
decreased.
The related losses are found with the aid of the first term on the
right hand side of equation 7-7. The results are given in section 5.4.
7.3. Adiabatic stability of ECN-type superconductor in its self field.
Referring to figure 37 we can determine the current density profile
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under self field conditions: J =Jc for r 0

= Ri

< r < Ru.

Figure 37.
Sohematia of a crylindrioaZ ECN type filament in
a niobiwri tube embedded in a oopper matrix.

The heat released per unit of time and volume is expressed by:
R

1
P = - - - ''----

f

u

w(R~ - Rf) Ri

2 HE J d r

z c

giving after substitution of

in equation 7-8 and using the

parameter 13:

p

For stability it is found with equation 6-26 that:
7-12

leading with ln{l - 13) = -S

132
-z- 3133

- ....

to:

3C T

< -LQ
1 _ L)
3 2d2(
c
R
ll
u

0

again with d =Ru - Ri: the wall thickness of the A-15 cylinder,
and f3 being close to zero.

7-13
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7.4. Determination of the self field effect
Another consequence of equation 7-7 that needs further mentioning is
the possibility to determine the current density profile within the
superconductor at any moment after a change in transport current.
Starting from:
0 we find:

µo dl
211 dt

R

E (R) = - - l n -

z

r

(see also figure 35).

0

The boundary condition E (r ) = 0 means that the change in transport

z

0

current gives only a change in the current density at r

= r0

so:

-E /2y
r

0

=

Re

z

If we want to determine the current density distribution when the
transport current vanishes we find setting J = -nJc for r > r
n

s

0

with

= 1:

r

f

0

211rJdr - 11nJ (R2 - r2)
c

0

0

I

so

7-14

again with

-E /2y
r

0

R e

z

With the help of 7-14 it is possible to determine the current density
J(r 0 ) in the conductor by reducing the transport current only and
recording the electric fields generated at the surface of the conductor.
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a) The self field effect is complete i.e. after the change in current
density due to the increase in transport current, no change in the
profile has taken place. It is found with the aid of equation 7-14
with J(r 0 ) = nJc and if the transport current is gradually
reduced from I = I
to I
0:
max
2!

Ez

y ln I

+ 2!

c
- I

c

7-15
max

b) If complete homogenization has occurred: J(r 0 ) = Imax/~RZ we find

again from 7-14 if the current is reduced from !max to O:
I

y ln

max
I

+ I

+

I

c

c

Both relations 7-15 and 7-16 are graphically shown in figure 41.
Experimental results will be discussed later in this thesis.

7-16
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CHAPTER 8
DISCUSSION OF THE STABILITY CRITERIA

8.1. Relevant material data
In chapter 6 and 7 the criteria for intrinsic stability of superconducting multifilament materials are derived. It is observed in these
criteria that a number of material properties greatly dictate the ultimate filament thickness or conductor lay-out to be allowed in order to
obtain stability. These are: specific heat and thermal conductivity of
the superconducting material of the composite, the critical current
density and the electrical resistivity of the matrix material.
The critical current density can be found from data on the overall
critical current if the composition of the wire in its final form is
exactly known. For NbTi and Nb 3Sn following the bronze process where
all the niobium converts into Nb 3Sn, these Jc data are determined
most accurately from the original specifications for the billet out
of which the multifilaments have been made. Values for the critical
current density of ECN-multifilaments are calculated in the same way
but one should take into consideration that the NbSn 2 powder volume has
a maximum volumetric Nb 3Sn yield of 130% [33]. An extrapolation from
Jc data between 6 and 14 tesla down to lower fields is possible
with the aid of the Kramer theory for scaling of critical current
data (section 4.1. and [30]). For Nb 3Sn wires produced on laboratory
scale following the ECN-technique, a value of Bez between 22.5 and
23 tesla is found, being close to the upper limit of 23.5 tesla for
stoichiometric Nb 3sn. Therefore, the extrapolation to find Jc values also at lower fields is believed to be reliable.
This extrapolation is shown in figure 38. The data on Jc for Nb 3Sn
materials made by two different techniques and for NbTi of optimized
composition are given in figure 39.
The specific heat of NbTi measured on material for multifilament wires
as well as bulk Nb3Sn material, is shown in figure 40 as a function of
T2.
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The NbTi data are measured on a flat monolith containing copper and
NbTi. To find the exact value of Cs' the copper contribution has
been subtracted. The specific heat data for Nb 3 Sn material of stoichiometric composition are taken from the literature. Only data up to
5 .3 tesla are available at present ( 6].

Further material data at 4 .2

kelvin to interpret the stability criteria are given in table II.
The numbers on resistivity, thermal conductivity and density are taken
from the literature •

........-.,._

•...,......

Figure 38 •
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TABLE I I
Material data for NbTi and Nb 3 Sn multifilament composites at 4.2 Kand
at zero applied field.
Material

Density
(kgm- 3 )

Specific heat
(Jm-3K-l)

Thermal
conductivity
(Jm-lK-ls-1)

Electrical
resistivity
(Qm)

2.7 x 10 3

7.6 x 10 2

5.7 x 10 2

2.7 x 10- 10

Cu (OFHC)

9.0 x 103

9.0 x

10 2

10 2

2.0 x 10-10

Cu-Sn (2% Sn)

8.8 x 10 2

1.9

5.4 x lo- 8

Cu-Ni (20% Ni)

8.9 x 103
8.8 x 10 3

8.9 x 102

1.2

2.0 x lo- 7

Nb Ti

5.6 x 10 3

1.5 x 10 3
l. l x 10 3

1.5 x 10-1

Al

8.9 x 103

2.5 x

4.0 x 10-2
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8.2, Adiabatic and dynamic stability of NbTi and Nb 3Sn/bronze
conductors
The equations 6-16 and 6-21 i.e. adiabatic and dynamic stability criteria specify the stabilization on a local scale since the boundary condition for temperature increase is set at the edge of the filament
resulting in a restriction on the filament thickness. The calculated
results are given in table III for NbTi material in both an OFHC copper
and a cupro-nickel matrix and also for a Nb3Sn filament made by the
bronze technique. Dynamic stabilization is of great importance in NbTi
filaments since in the matrix the well conducting copper is a good heat
sink and suppresses magnetic flux diffusion effectively. In the bronze
based Nb 3Sn multifilament material, the matrix contains after reaction
some % tin, making it a bad thermal and electrical conductor. The
dynamic stability criterion can be applied in this case as well as in
the case of NbTi in a cupro-nickel matrix, however, the correct
boundary condition, leading to maximum temperature at the edge of the
filament, should be taken into consideration i.e. equation 6-15 analogous with 6.3.3.3
D • ds• Ae = nnsAs• Ce
nickel resistivity.

= nnscs and Pe

pm: the bronze or cupro-

It can be seen in table III that the bronze and the cupro-nickel matrix
are not effective for dynamic stabilization and in these cases adiabatic stability is the most important contribution to the total stability
as shown in equation 6-15. In this respect it is important to note that
the requirement for the filament size in bronze processed Nb 3Sn is,
however, not only dictated by the data in table III, also the fact that
in a diffusion controlled reaction, to form A-15 material, only a layer
of 5-8 microns can be allowed to obtain good critical current densities
(section 4.2.1.).
It should be mentioned that the criteria for adiabatic and dynamic
stability determine whether flux jumping is likely or not. Once a flux
jump is taking place and temperature is being increased, the specific
heat increases and Jc decreases rapidly. Therefore, an initial
violation of the requirements expressed in equations 6-16 and 6-21 is
rapidly restored leading to instabilities which are strongly restricted
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TABLE III.
Maximum filament thickness determined by adiabatic and dynamic
stability criteria, equations 6-16 and 6-21.
Conductor

Applied

Maximum diameter Maximum diameter

transverse

for adiabatic

for dynamic

field

stabHity

stability

(tesla)

(II)

( 11)

NbTi multifilament

2

47

73

(50 vol.% OFHC copper)

4

71

112

6

155

183

8

262

415

NbTi multi filament

2

47

1.5*

with cupro-nickel matrix

4

71

2.2*

6

155

4.7*

8

262

7.9*

Nb 3Sn multifilament with

4

18

0.5*

bronze (Airco, fully

8

37

3.8*

12
16

138
409

4.0*
16.6*

reacted)

0.5, n = 0.2
s

n

=

*

maximum filament thickness determined with equation 6-21 modified for
poor thermal conduction to the environment.
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in space and time and certainly will not give rise to a quench of the
conductor as a whole. Therefore it is also extremely difficult to observe these instabilities in practice since the accompanying thermal
effects and changes in magnetization are beyond the detection limit.
Another point to be mentioned is the fact that the boundary condition for AT taken in the derivation of the criteria for adiabatic and
dynamic stability should not necessarily read AT= 0 at x = ds•
Obviously this is allowed for the case that the filament is not
transporting the maximum current at which a quench is expected. As the
current approaches the critical value, the superconductor or a filament
shows a gradual increase in voltage build up (figure 4). Therefore, a
filament with a transport current, generating an electric field, stimulates others to take over the excess current and therewith a homogenization of current density over the composite. It is believed, although
not experimentally proved yet, that statistical variations in filament
cross section in axial direction, and maybe also flux creep, will play
an important role in this homogenization process.
8.3. Intrinsic stability of ECN-tyPe superconductors
In section 6.3.5. and 7.3., two different criteria have been derived to
ensure stability against flux jumping of ECN-type conductors in which a
transport current is present. For simplicity and to find the conservative limit, this transport current is assumed to be close to its
critical value.
For the case that the superconductor is subjected to its self field
only, a requirement for A-15 layer thickness follows (equation 7-13),
while a restriction on the A-15 outer radius is found if the applied
transverse field dominates (equation 6-27). In both cases the relation
between outer radius and layer thickness is important. Due to the fact
that the maximum volumetric yield of Nb 3Sn from NbSn 2 powder is 130%,
[.33] and the fact that the powder core diameter before reaction is the
same as the inner diameter of the Nb 3 Sn core, the value Ru/d becomes
becomes equal to 3. Hence equation 6-27 becomes:
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and equation 7-13:

both at values of i approaching 1.
With data from table II and figure 3 and 39 the maximum outer radii and
layer thickness are calculated, results are given in table IV at different values of applied transverse field in the relevant case.
It is seen that the criterion to prevent self field instabilities at
zero applied field is very restrictive. Also the requirement for the
outer radius at low fields is very strict and beyond the technical
feasilibity limit. It can be concluded from these data that the ECNtype conductor in magnet technology should be applied at its full rated
transport current beyond a field of 8 tesla. Lower fields are allowed
if the superconductor does not have its full transport current (the
restriction on filament outer radius is higher by a value of 2 if the
transport current vanishes).
It will be shown later in this chapter that although full intrinsic
stability cannot be guaranteed on a local scale, stability to quenching
of a composite conductor can be obtained.
8.4. Stability against flux jl.l!Dping on a collective scale
Until now the requirements for the filament thickness to prevent flux
jumping on the scale of the individual filament has been discussed. A
superconducting composite, transporting a high current, may however
undergo flux jumping on a collective scale no matter the filaments
themselves are fully stabilized. The change in magnetic flux density
profile due to such an effect is shown schematically in figure 28.
Clearly this collective effect can onset a run-away effect to reduce
the current carrying capacity of the whole composite. A requirement for
the lay-out of such a component is derived in section 6.3.3.2. and
6.3.3.3.:

equations 6-17 and 6-19. For a NbTi multifilament in a well

conducting matrix as well as the ECN-type conductor as shown in figure
19, where the matrix acts as a heat sink, the boundary condition AT
at x = 0 and x = ds is applicable, criterion 6-19 should be taken.
This will, however, lead to a result which is not conservative and

=

0
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TABLE IV

Maximum layer thickness and outer Nb 3Sn core radii of ECN made material
determined by adiabatic stability criteria 7-13 and 6-27.
Applied transverse field

Maximum layer

Maximum outer

(tesla)

thickness

radius

( µ)

only self field

(\I)

6

23

4
8

51

12

119

16

306

TABLE V

Maximum conductor diameter to guarantee effective suppression of
flux jumping on a collective scale.
Composite material

Applied transverse
field (tesla)

Maximum diameter (mm)
with high

with

resistivity

50 volume %

matrix only

copper (n = 0.5)

NbTi with OFHC

2

50 vol

0.17

1.3

copper or cupro-

4

%

0.24

1.9

nickel matrix

6

Cu-Ni

0.41

3.2

0.92

7.2

47 vol

0.02

0.7

% Nb

0.05
0.11

1.6
3.7

0.27

9.5

8
ECN Nb 3Sn
composites
(n

s

=

0.3)

4
8
12
16

Bronze based

4

80 vol

0.08

2.9

Nb 3Sn composites

8

%

0.17

6.0

bronze

o.65

22.3

(ri

5

= 0.2)

12
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therefore it is better to apply equation 6-17 in this case. In a
bronze processed wire or the 7-core ECN-conductor (figure 43) with only
a limited amount of copper outside, the contribution of this copper at
the periphery is believed to have relatively small influence on intrinsic stability so that only equation 6-17 is applicable leading to a non
conservative result.
Taking in the case of NbTi for the effective thermal conductivity of
the copper matrix, Ae' the value specified by equation 6-18 with
n = 0.5, and for the specific heat, Ce' the averaged values for the
composite: (1 - n)Ccu + n CNbTi' the maximum diameters are calculated
and given in table V with Ae = 93 Jm-lK-ls-1, pe

=2

x io-10 ~and

Ce = 1.2 x 103 Jm-3K-l •
It is shown that the collective instability is easily suppressed by
adding sufficient copper.
In the case of a bronze processed Nb 3Sn with very few copper and the 7core ECN-conductor, also equation 6-17 is applied but to determine the
influence of bronze on stability, we should interpret bronze or niobium
as a dynamically stabilizing matrix so exchanging n by ns and setting
n = 1. We should take the value n

s

0.2 for bronze conductors and n

s

0.3 for ECN-type A-15, pe= 5 x io-8 S&m, Ce
9.6 x 102 Jm-3K-l in
both cases. Ultimate conductor diameters are also given in table v.
It is seen that the results are very disappointing, especially in the
ECN-K15 lay-out where diameters should be limited to less than a tenth
of a millimeter particularly in the low field area.
The bronze processed Nb 3Sn suffers also from this restriction although
it is slightly better than the ECN-Kl5 lay-out due to lower values of
critical current density (figure 39). These results are obviously due
to the absence of effective dynamic stabilization since in both cases
no well conducting matrix is present after heat treatment.
To study the influence of copper at the periphery, now data for the
case that ns = 0.5 with Pe = 2 x 10-10 Qm and Ae similar to the NbTi
values are taken into consideration. Data are given in table V again
with
c

e

(1 - n)C

Cu

+ n(l - n )C
s

bronze

+ nn c

s Nb3Sn

= 9.6

x 102 Jm-3K- 1 •

The data for copper stabilized conductors where the Nb 3Sn-bronze or
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Nb 3 Sn-niobium core is massive with only copper at the periphery (figures 11, 13 and 43) are very optimistic since the present model is
based upon a well mixed copper-superconductor composite. Therefore
these data should be interpreted as indicative; only to show the influence of copper on stability. The applicability of the model is guaranteed, however, for a conductor as shown in figures 15, 31 and the ECNconductor in figure 19. In the exact calculation, the correct numbers
for the local value of n and ns for the superconductor/bronze, or
the niobium/copper core have to be taken into consideration. This
leads to a reduction of the maximum permissible diameter given in the
last column of table V by a factor of roughly 5 for the conductor shown
in figure 15 and about 2 in the ECN 19-filament case, resulting into
quite acceptable practical values.
8.5. Suppression of a quench by local thermal isolation of a
superconducting core going normal
In section 6.3.4. a restriction of wire diameter in relation to core
diameter is derived to prevent a composite conductor from quenching
when one of its contributing components becomes normal.
It is shown that under certain conditions, the loss in transport curis compensated by the excess current carrying capacity at a rate higher
than the rate at which heat is dissipated from the affected zone. In
practice, the conductor as a whole dissipates energy as the current
pattern changes which is a relatively rapid process followed by a more
gradual heating up as the heat due to the local quench becomes available. This heat, however, can be easily conducted away if a very limited amount of coolant is present and by conduction in a longitudinal
direction in the matrix. Therefore, this heating up is significantly
suppressed. This is particularly the case in cabled conductors where
the superconducting strands can be thermally well isolated by relatively poor heat conductors (solder). The current transfer time will remain
very short since this transfer can take place over long distances in
axial direction.
Applying equation 6-24 we find a relation between D and ds• this
latter is now the diameter of a superconducting unit bounded by stabilizing material:
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D

d

< 10.

s

This is independent of the value of the applied transverse field. The
parameter D should be interpreted as the thickness of the composite in
direction perpendicular to field and transport current which is very
favourable since a magnet is wound such that bending strains in the
conductor are minimized leading automatically to conductors being thin
in a direction perpendicular to the magnet centerline.
8.6. Self field instabilities
A changing non homogeneous current density pattern as it occurs in a
twisted superconducting composite can give rise to energy dissipation
and hence can lead to flux jumping. In section 7.2. the self field
effect occurring in a superconducting monolith is described and a criterion for self field stability is derived on the basis of the mathematical formulation in section 7.1. It can be shown that the criterion
eXpressed in equation 7-11 is absolute: when this criterion is violated, flux jumping occurs; but the total amount of energy released until
the current is homogenized is greater than the enthalpy difference between the actual temperature and the temperature at which Ic equals
the maximum transport current according to the specification eXpressed by this equation. Therefore, flux jumping due to the self field
effect must definitely lead to a complete quench. One boundary condition of this model is that no energy exchange of the conductor with its
environment takes place. The model therefore describes the intrinsic
stability of a composite which is applied in a bath cooled, fully epoxy
resin impregnated superconducting magnet. This restrictive criterion
is, however, not found to give a description of the reality since there
are magnets made of monolithic material and operating at current levels
higher than the value specified by equation 7-11.
A number of p·ossibilities can be indicated to explain this discrepancy.
a. An applied time varying transverse magnetic field causes a current
density homogenization. This effect has been discussed in more detail in section 5.4. and has been subject of some experiments in
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this project.
b. Magnetic flux creep ls observed in many superconducting niobium
alloys and its effect should be considerable, especially where high
differences in magnetic flux densities over a composite occur. This
effect is not further investigated for its impact on self field
stability in this project, since it does not influence the boundary
conditions for our experiments on NbTi.
In further development, the self field effect will be suppressed anyway
by application of braided high current conductors.
To check the effectivity of current density homogenization, we have
performed an experiment on a MCA NbTi conductor of external diameter of
1.5 mm and a length of 6 meters wound into a coil of 1 cm diameter,
with the following steps.
- A transverse field of 6 tesla ls applied after which the transport
current is gradually increased from zero up to 30 or 70% of Ic
respectively. Next this current is reduced to zero again at a well
controlled rate while the electric field generated at the surface of
the conductor is recorded.
After the transport current is brought back to 30 or 70% of Ic'
the applied field is reduced to 3 tesla and restored to 6 tesla again
at a rate of 5 x 10- 3 tesla per second. A homogenization of current
density is expected during this procedure on the basis of equation 517, such that 6% of the transport current flows in the non saturated
central area. This would mean that the electric field, generated
while reducing the current, should be almost the same as in the case
where the applied field has not been cycled up and down. The experimental results, shown in figure 41 (page 98), along with the calculated results on the basis of equations 7-15 and 7-16 indicate a
homogenization of more than 50%.
It is by no means possible at this moment to indicate the origin of
this strong homogenization effect. However, it is worth while to study
it in more detail, since it becomes very important for stability if
superconductors are applied for transport of alternating currents at
high frequences. It is very likely that strong homogenization of current density explains the absence of self field instabilities in cases
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there they are to be expected on the basis of the theory.
8.7. General conclusions of the stability criteria
In sections 8.1 to 8.5 it is shown that the equations derived to find
the ultimate thickness of superconducting filaments in composites can
in practice lead to intrinsically stable superconducting composites or
cables. The ECN-type conductors are very critical especially the low
field area (B1 < 8 tesla), since they may undergo quenching due to
instabilities on both a local and a collective scale.
Critical current measurements on conductors of the Kl5/Kl6 geometry
have shown premature quenching at applied fields below 9 tesla due to
this effect, while a better stabilized ECN-type conductor as the 19
filament wire produced by TNO allows Ic measurements at fields down
to S tesla. On the other hand, a cable as a whole may become stabilized if it consists of separate substrands (figure 30) to ensure rapid
current redistribution and slow heat dissipation to other superconducting zones. This is a very important and powerful method to get into the
development of high current superconducting A-15 cables since it offers
a possibility to obtain good stability by composing conductors from
elements which are themselves not intrinsically stabilized. This effect
of local instabilities due to non stabilized elements in a composite
also offers a possibility to investigate stability against quenching.
Generally speaking an experiment to check directly the validity of
the stability criteria is very hard to perform since the duration of an
instability not leading to a quench is very short and localized so that
the effect on the environment is very small. Conversely if a quench
occurs, it is hard to say whether this is initiated by an instability
or simply by a wire movement. In the intermediate case that a component
of the conductor quenches over a great length without directly leading
to a quench of the whole composite, there occurs a measurable change in
diamagnetic moment of the wire as well as a detectable energy release.
When condition 6-24 is fulfilled and the local intrinsic stability is
not guaranteed, we may therefore expect a possibility to study the
stability experimentally. In chapters 9 and 10 we will come back to
this point.
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CHAPTER 9
THE EXPERIMENTAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND EQUIPMENT

9.1. Conditions for detectability of instabilities
In section 8.7. it has already been discussed that stability can be
tested if two conditions are fulfilled.
a. The conductor should undergo flux jumping on a scale which is sufficiently large in terms of space and time to make this process
detectable when the applied transverse field or the transport current is gradually changed.
b. This flux jumping should leave the conductor carrying a transport
current in a condition in which it will not quench entirely.
The first condition is not necessarily met if the stability criterion
applicable in this particular case is violated. Any dissipated heat
leads automatically to a temperature rise and therewith to an increase
of the specific heat and to a reduction of the critical current density. Therefore, the conductor will soon after the onset of the instability return to its original state.
A different situation occurs if:
- The sum of the stored energy and the energy dissipated by the external work done during the instability exceeds the total heat absorption capacity up to a temperature at which the transport current
equals the critical current.
- The current redistribution is taking place much faster than any heat
release of the filament to the environment and the time scale of an
instability is such that the filament itself is considered to be and
remain in its adiabatic state in the period during which the instability takes place. We obtain this situation if the dynamic stability
criterion, equation 6-21, is violated while equation 6-24 is still
obeyed.
In such a case there is sufficient energy available to heat up the
superconductor and to stimulate a rapid extension of the unstable zone
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in axial direction so that this effect, accompanied by a significant
heat release and change in magnetization,is detectable. Also the occurrence of flux jumping with increasing and decreasing applied field
becomes predictable by comparing the stored magnetic energy and heat
absorption capacity. Since the critical current of both NbTi and Nb 3Sn
depends almost linearly on temperature; the ultimate temperature determining the heat absorption capacity equals Tb for ! • Ic and Tc
for I • 0 with a linear dependence in between.
The condition b implies that equation 6-24 is obeyed, so that the unstable superconductor is able to remain superconductive after the instability.
A number of conductors possess a lay-out which makes them attractive to
study the stability experimentally. One of them is shown in figure 42:
a rather primitive NbTi-conductor in a copper matrix with filament
diameters between 250 and 300 µ. Also an ECN type A-15 conductor, designated as Kl5 and shown in figure 43, is a candidate. Both conductors
violate the stability criteria and it will be shown that they have a
stored diamagnetic energy which under certain conditions is larger than
the heat absorption capacity. The Kl5 type wire, however, does not obey
condition 6-24, so that instabilities can be tested at values of i
close to O.
The conductor shown in figure 19 is also a very attractive sample wire
for stability investigation but it is at present not available in sufficient quantity to perform the tests.
9.2. The equipnent
In figure 44 the experimental equipment made for the tests is shown
schematically. The test section

~onsists

of two concentric magnetiza-

tion pick-up coils, one around and one inside the test conductor, the
two coils are oppositely wound and well balanced to record no voltage
as the external magnetic field is increased or decreased.
The pick-up coils together with the sample conductor are mounted within
a helium tight celeron chamber with a valve on top of it to allow liquid helium in the test section. Heat influx is limited by radiation

-

JOI -

core ftTbTi conductor in copper
matrix.

K1.5 Nb 3sn ECN-made conductor af"tP-r
treatment at ?00 °c
ge hours. Outer
diameter 0 . .56 mm.
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,~meter

shields and a small heat exchanger in the off-gas lead. The off-gas is
supplied to a precision helium gas flow meter with a sufficiently fast
response to sudden changes in gas flow to make short peaks in helium
gas production detectable. This gas flow meter consists of two small
temperature sensitive heating coils

around a stainless steel tube

conducting the helium gas. qeat is dissipated equally in these heating
coils and gives rise to a parabolic temperature distribution in the
metal tube in axial direction. A gas flow will cause an asymmetry in
this temperature distribution and therewith an imbalance of the voltage
over the two heating coils. This imbalance is easily translated into a
gas flow. The flow meter can also be bypassed to adjust the sensitivity
to the expected flow range. 1n figure 45 the lay-out and principle is
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shown; a detailed description is found in [76] (SET.AR.AM notice d'utilisation). A very precise calibration done at the ECN laboratory is shown
in figure 46. The calibration is important since the free off-gas of
the calorimeter without internal heat deposition should be known exactly as well as the power-voltage relation.

+

~T
01--'--~-1-~~-1

~T
01--_L_~-+-~-'---I

Figure 4~.
A arose section
the precision He gas
flow meter and
temperature distribution of He gas tube to determine the flow.

The connections of the sample wire to the high current supply should be
made outside the measuring chamber to minimize heat dissipation due to
normal conduction, which may become considerable at currents up to 500
ampere. The test wire enters the measuring chamber through helium tight
plugs on top of the chamber. Also electric connectors for the voltages
from the two pick-up coils are accomodated in the test section.
Mounting of a NbTi wire presented no difficulty since these wires are
easily bent into the shape which is required by the sample holders and
plugs without any degradation. Unfortunately, the Nb 3Sn-Kl5 wire has
given great difficulty since it turned out to be impossible to heattreat a sample on the holder. Therefore, a conductor wound into the
correct shape was heat treatedand later carefully positioned on the
celeron sample holder. Before we could decide to perform this operation
and eventually sacrifice at least 6 meters of sample wire (taking some
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Figure 46. The caUbration of the caforimeter power output.

months to fabricate), a number of bending experiments followed by
I

c

measurements had to be done.

The experiments have shown that bronze conductors may be bent up to
about 0.5% bending strain whereas this particular Kl5 conductor is far
more fragile so that mounting requires great skill. (The investigation
into the sensitivity to straining and bending especially at room temperature of ECN conductors is still continued [79]).
After building up the test section it is brought into a system of superconducting NbTi magnets. This magnet system generates a background
field of up to 8 tesla whlle a fast ramp unit adds a pulse field of 0.5
tesla within a rise time of a second to this stationary field. It was
initially thought that also a pulse field of 0.5 tesla per second influences the intrinsic stability of both a NbTi/copper and an A-15
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conductor. Experience has shown that once the intrinsic stability is
guaranteed, a pulse field up to this value does not influence the stability behaviour considerably. It does influence the power dissipation
in superconducting materials (chapter S). All experiments reported in
this thesis are done at helium temperature (4.2 K).
This fast ramp magnet has initially given a lot of trouble since it
should be constructed in a duplex structure to generate a net field
inside of O.S tesla without any coupling with the outer 8 tesla magnet.
Ramping up and down with controllable rates and pulse times also gave
technical problems since currents up to 30 amperes with constant inductive voltages of any value between -30 and +30 volts were required. A
control unit to achieve this goal is designed and built by ECN and
works satisfactory.
The control system for ramping the pulse magnet up and down is shown in
figure 47.

power/.,..
supply

0-30A
0-30V

Figure 4?.

500
25mF

The control unit of the fast ramp
magnet in ramping up condition.
The ramping down position is indicated by broken lines in the
relais.

For further determination of superconducting properties up to 14 tesla,
the fast ramp unit is demountable and can be replaced by a 6 tesla
Nb 3Sn-magnet. In this way today Ic measurements and in the future,
Ic versus strain measurements are done on A-15 ECN superconductors
in fields up to 14 tesla. The available sample space measures 6 cm in
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diameter, which is just sufficient to perform both experiments. The
complete magnet system consisting of the 8 tesla magnet, ramp magnet
and the 6 tesla Nb 3Sn tape unit is made by Intermagnetic General
Corporation; it has proven to be a very reliable system.
Figure 48 shows a picture of the test section with sample holder; figures 49 - 51 the different magnets comprising the complete system.

Figure 48. The test section 1Ji Lh pick up coils and test sample holder
after finishing the experiment on the 1.5 mm NbTi conductor.
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CHAPTER 10
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

10.1. NbTi experiments
In the framework of this investigation into stability specifications
of A-15 ECN-type superconductors, experiments are done at 4.2 kelvin on
three different types of NbTi sample wires and two versions of the Kl5
type ECN-made conductors as well as on one commercial Nb 3 Sn conductor.
Some extra information was obtained from Ic measurements on a Nb 3 Sn
monofilament.
Table VI summarizes the important characteristics of these conductors.
TABLE VI
Test conductors used for stability investigations.
s.c. material

4 filament NbTi

composition

diameter

(vol %)

(mm)

filament radii
inner

outer

(µ)

( µ)

14% NbTi, 86% Cu

1.5

140

monofilament NbTi

33% NbTi, 67% Cu

0.40

100

multifilament NbTi

50% NbTi, 50% Cu

1.5

15

7 filament Nb 3 Sn

16% Nb 3 Sn,

(Kl5)
7 filament Nb 3 Sn

27% Nb, 45% Cu

(Kl5)
monofilament Nb 3Sn
(Kl7)

multifilament
bronze/Nb 3Sn

0.56

37

58

0.4

28

41

21% Nb. 47% Cu
10% Nb 3Sn,
50% Cu,

0.4

75

112

40% bronze +Ta

0.7

16% Nb 3Sn,
27% Nb, 45% Cu
17% Nb 3 Sn,
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The first test wire, the NbTi conductor, shown in figure 42, is obtained from Brown Bovery Company and was originally made for NbTi material testing and optimization. The conductor is drawn to the required
thickness with a suitable drawing bench in use by our superconductor
development group at ECN.
About 6 meters of this conductor is wound onto the sample holder and
mounted in the calorimeter. The applied field was gradually increased
and decreased with the outer 8 tesla magnet while the transport current
was maintained constant by using a well stabilized current supply. The
pick-up voltage as well as the helium off-gas is recorded during this
slow up and down ramping. The results at two different levels of transport current are shown in figures 52 and 53.
The following points in the results with zero transport current are
worth noting.
a. At increasing fields lower than 0.8 tesla, the power dissipation
builds up gradually. This effect is clearly a consequence of equa-

.

tion 5-1 givlng a parabolic dependence of the hysteresis loss at
constant Bi·
b. At increasing fields higher than 1 tesla, the power dissipation
decreases slowly. Equation 5-2 is applicable in this case, so that
the loss decreases with J

as the field is increasing. The
c
break point at 0.8 tesla should correspond to the condition:

c. Decreasing fields also lead to power dissipation which does not
approach zero as the field vanishes. The dissipation above 1 tesla
is lower than in the former case since the average Jc value in
the bulk superconductor is lower. This effect is due to the magnetization currents inside the filaments opposing the field changes,
leading to internal fields which are higher or lower than the exter-

Bi

Bi

nal field if
< 0 or
> 0 respectively. This effect is further illustrated in figure 54.
d. The dissipation does not vanish for Bi approaching zero due to
remanence maintained by magnetization currents.
e. At increasing fields, instabilities are seen as peaks in the heat
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dissipation between 0.6 and 1.2 tesla. These instabilities appear
again during down ramping at the same rate below an applied field of
l.O tesla. These instabilities are also seen as sharp peaks on the
pick-up coil voltages. Clearly these instabilities with high instantaneous heat release coincide with considerable changes in magnetization.

matrix

/, ap lied transverse field B.i.

FigW'e 54.
The inte1:'11al
distribution

mrl'C1Yic>7:~.

conducting filament
on the sign of the
applied transverse

According to the model, the moment at which an instability occurs is
determined by the balance between the amount of heat dissipated due to
energy release and the heat absorption capacity. A well stabilized
current transported by the same NbTi conductor should alter this picture on some points.

Besides the release of stored energy during an

instability, also energy is released since an electric field is developed by the current source in order to keep the transport current
constant.

Therefore, more energy is dissipated than in the case with-

out transport current, resulting in the behaviour of which figure 53
shows an example.
a. The power dissipation is higher at fields above l tesla than in the
case where I ; O. This is due to an increased hysteresis loss which
theoretically scales up with 1 + ki 2 (section 5.2.).
b. Instabiliti.es do also occur during up- and down ramping. The difference is, however, that the maximum field up to which they are ob-
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served is shifted to a slightly higher field level.
This latter effect has been studied in more detail by testing the 4core NbTi wires at a number of different current levels. The relative
shift is shown in figure 55 as a function of the i-parameter, determined by the transport current and critical current at the highest
field where instabilities occur.
Due to the fact that any current redistribution during an instability
occurs at a time scale much shorter than that of the heat release to
the environment (condition 6-24) and that the filament is not dynamically stable and therefore in its adiabatic state, this 4-core NbTi
conductor should show the same behaviour when the copper matrix is
etched away over some distance and replaced by an epoxy resin. Obviously this is a destructive testing. Instabilities have indeed been observed in very much the same way as shown in figure 52, but when the
transport current had been increased to 200 amperes

the conductor

quenched at a field of 2 tesla due to a movement and unfortunately was
destroyed.
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Since a monofilament conductor possesses no excess current carrying
capacity, no current redistribution during an instability can take
place and therefore such a filament should behave differently. A number
of tests to determine the influence of the transport current were performed and the results are shown in figure 55. The instabilities were
found to occur only during decreasing applied fields. Also in this case
the conductor quenched and burned due to magnetic instabilities so that
only a few tests on different pieces of wire could be done.
To show the difference between the unstable 4-core NbTi conductor and a
stabilized multifilament, the same experiment has been done on the wire
shown in figure 6; the result is given in figure 56. No magnetic instabilities are found, although wire movement caused serious troubles and
dissipated a measurable amount of heat due to friction with the sample
holder. This mechanical instability gave rise to a quench at 6 tesla
and caused some damage to the test section by the sudden helium pressure rise.
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10.2. Nb 3Sn experiments
Stability experiments on an Airco Nb 3Sn/bronze conductor, shown in
figure 11, have been done initially to get used to the vulnerability of
this type of sample material. To mount this wire onto the sample holder, it should be bent after heat treatment over a diameter of 7 cm. To
minimize the risk of degradation, a length of 8 meters is wound on a
tube before heat treatment which has a smaller diameter. Winding onto
the sample holder under this circumstance involved a stretching and
bending operation, both within the elastic regime of every element in
this Nb3Sn/bronze composite.

Separate Ic tests on this wire after

bending at room temperature gave also sufficient confidence that the
sample wire should behave well during testing [79]. Stability tests on
this commercial conductor did not show any flux jumping and mechanical
instabilities, neither during slowly ramping up and down nor at pulse
fields up to 0.5 tesla per second. On the basis of the heat dissipation, as the conductor generates an electric field, a very accurate
determination of critical current was possible and showed no difference
between low and high rates of field changes. The Kl5 ECN made conductors, shown in figure 43, gave more trouble. Firstly a sufficient
length of this material had to be prepared in a variety which allows
the study of the influence of the filament diameter on stability.
Secondly this conductor shows critical current degradation upon bending
also in cases where one expects that all elements remain in the elastic
regime during stretching and mounting. The 7-core Kl5 conductor with an
outer diameter below 0.4 mm could not be made in sufficient length due
to repeated breakage during drawing. Two wires of diameter 0.56 and
0.40 mm were finally obtained and sacrificed to this testing. The results are shown in figure 57 and 58. The overall current density measured on small samples is very high. Accurate measurements of Ic
could not be done at fields below 5 tesla, they were determined by
extrapolating down with the Kramer model. The values calculated from
figures 10 and 39 for Ic at 3 tesla are: 500 and 1000 ampere for
the 6
0.40 and 6 ~ 0.56 mm respectively, which is beyond our measuring capability.
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Both conductors do show flux jumping up to fields of 2.8 and 4.2 tesla
respectively. The influence of transport current is expected and found
to be very weak in this case. Since seven filaments are available to
contribute to the excess current carrying capacity, the influence in
analogy to the NbTi results is expected to become visible at values of
i higher than 0.6.
In spite of the care and precautions taken, the conductor showed considerable degradation which led to premature quenching during the tests
and measurements up to high transport currents were not possible unfortunately. At this moment it is by no means clear whether this degradation is caused by the handling or simply due to local destruction of
the current transport capacity of a filament or even both. Since this
particular conductor contains only 7 filaments, a small damage to the
brittle A-15 layer will immediately lead to a reduction of the current
transport capacity and therewith to local heat dissipation. The risk
that such an effect occurs becomes greater when the required transport
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current per filament and the sample length increase.

K 15 ECN-made Nb 3Sn conductor P= .56 mm.
heat treatment : 96 hr. at 700"C

B.._=5.4 x10- 3 tesla per second.
no transport current.
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10.3. Discussion of the results
It is shown in the preceding chapter that the balance between stored
energy and heat absorption capacity determines the occurrence of an
instability. The heat absorption capacity is the enthalpy difference
between helium bath temperature and the temperature at which the transport current becomes equal to the critical current. At values of i less
than 0.3 this ultimate temperature is in first approximation determined
by the value at which the maximum in specific heat as function of temperature occurs (figure 40). It is seen from the Cs versus T2 dependence that the specific heat of both NbTi and Nb3Sn can be approached by a T3 proportionality so that analytical integration to find
the heat absorption capacity per unit of volume is easy. The result of
this calculation for the case of NbTi is shown graphically in figure

59.
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The stored energy is hard to find with acceptable precision. It can be
calculated analytically for a massive slah type superconductor where
the field is applied parallel to its largest side. This stored energy
is given by the following equations for incomplete and complete penetration of magnetic field:

10-1

for 0

~

h

~

and

10-2

for h > 1 where

2B

1

h =--µ J d
0 c s
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If a transport current I is flowing and there is complete penetration,
the energy released, until a situation is reached where the superconducting slab is entirely in its critical state, is given by the equation:

The function g(i) • (1 - i 2) - 6i 2ln i

is shown in figure 60.
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The stored energy of a hollow superconducting filament exposed to a
transverse field is smaller than the value given by equations 10-1 and
10-2 and has been calculated numerically on the CYRER computer. A
computer program calculates both internal magnetic field B and the
total stored magnetic energy density (Q) to which the open space inside
as well as the entire space around the hollow cylindrical filament make
a considerable contribution. The procedure is described in section 10.5
and [ 83]. The. results are given in figures 61 and 62. They apply to the
case that there is full field penetration and no transport current. At
applied fields above the penetration value B with:
p
µ J d

B
p

-~
11
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the stored energy can be approached by scaling down with B by
1
equation 10-1. The contribution to the energy release by a transport
current is found by scaling up with equation 10-3, giving the result:
10-4

for 0 < h < 1 and
10-5

for h > 1 where q(a) is a normalized energy density, shown in figure 62
for cylindrical geometries as a function of a, and h
(for a slab geometry q(o) equals l/6w).

= wB1 /µ 0 Jcds

61.

Reduced field distribution
as a function of normalized
dista:ne~ from the centre
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NbTi results

For a solid cylindrical filament of NbTi with a diameter of 280

µ

as in

the case of the 4-core sample wire shown in figure 42, the stored energy in the absence of transport current is calculated with Jc data
shown in figure 39 and is given in figure 59. According to the model

.

it can be seen that for B > 0 flux jumping occurs at fields between
1
o. 5 and 1. 25 tesla. For :81 < 0 flux jumping takes place between 1. 25
and 0 tesla.
This is in agreement with the experimental results shown in figure 52.
The difference between the maximum field of flux jumping for

:81

B

> 0 and

1
< 0 are explained and estimated with the aid of data given in

figures 39 and 61, leading to an average field difference inside the
280

µ

thick NbTi filament between up and down ramping of 0.2 tesla, at

an applied field of 1.5 tesla. This is close to the results shown in
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figure 52.
A comparison of the stored energy with the heat absorption capacity in
a monofilament NbTi of 200

µ

diameter predicts no flux jumping for

Bi > 0. For Bi < 0 flux jumping should start at 0.6 tesla down to
zero field, which is also in correspondence with the experimental
results.
The influence of a transport current is readily understood with the aid
of the model given. In the 4-core NbTi/copper conductor, condition 6-24
is ful!illed, so the current redistribution takes place more rapidly
than the energy release. The external work done during an instability
to keep the transport current constant is mainly released in that area
of the conductor which is not taking part in the instability. Therefore
the influence of the transport current at values of i below 0.4 is very
weak but a rapid increase should follow at higher values since the excess current carrying capacity becomes lower.
Contrary to the former case the monofilament NbTi has no excess current
carrying capacity and all external work is released as heat in the
superconducting filament, where the instability occurs. Therefore, flux
jumping takes place for:

10-6

-\

Since Jc is proportional to Bi in the range of applied fields under consideration (figure 39 and section 3.1.), it follows that the
highest field, Blmax' at which flux jumping occurs is determined by:
(1 - i 2 ) - 6i 2ln i = i3B (i)
lmax
where 13 is a constant. Hence we find:
B {i)/B (o)
!max imax

g(i)

for moderate values of i. The results of the measurements are compared
with calculated data in figure 55.
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One more point worth noting is the limiting case for i

+

1 found with

equation 10-6. Working out the requirement for stability by taking its
temperature derivative With q(o)

= 1/6~

and OJC

= JCoi,

thus clean-

ing the conductor from magnetization currents, leads to the stability
requirement:

which is similar to the adiabatic stability criterion 6-16. The factor
3 occurring instead of ~ 2 /4 in equation 6-16 is a consequence of the
fact that in the calculation of the energy release, the spatial temperature distribution should not necessarily be known and therefore is
assumed to be constant. In the theoretical case that the stability experiment on the monofilament could be performed successfully up to the
value i = 1, flux jumping should take place in this solid filament at
fields specified by the adiabatic stability criterion. The limiting
case for i + 1 in the multifilament should for the same reasons be the
dynamic stability criterion expressed in equation 6-20 and obviously
gives a lower ultimate B (i)/B (o) value than shown in the adiabatlmax lmax
ic case.
10.3.2. Nb 3 Sn results
The commercial Nb 3Sn conductor tested did not show flux jumping and is
completely stable down to zero field. This is in accordance with both
adiabatic and stored energy stability requirements. To study the applicability of the stored energy model on the KlS conductor it is extremely important to know with high accuracy the heat absorption capacity as
well as the stored energy. The stored energy is readily found with the
aid of formulas 10-4 and 10-.5 remembering that for an optimized ECN
type Nb 3Sn conductor the parameter a= Ri/Ru equals 0.67. With the
aid of the critical current density given in figure 39 and the A-15
tube geometry, the stored energy per unit of •10lume of superconducting
material is calculated.
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The heat absorption capacity is hard to find with sufficient accuracy.
Experience from specific heat measurements on reference A-15 materials
made by reaction of NbSn 2 with Nb in the right quantity to get maximum
yield of Nb 3sn, indicated that this property is generally considerably
lower than the data on perfectly stoichiometric bulk Nb 3Sn material as
given in figure 40. Also the determination of the upper temperature for
integration to find the heat absorption capacity is afflicted with uncertainty. It can be seen in figure 40 that the transition width becomes higher at higher magnetic fields. This effect is also more significant if Tc at zero field deviates slightly from the perfect
stoichiometric value. For the calculation of heat absorption capacity, therefore, the specific heat data on reference material measured
with equipment developed at ECN [77, 78] are used. These are shown in
figure 63. The upper temperatures for integration are taken from figure
40 with a correction for the transition width due to small departures
from stoichiometry. In this way a maximum temperature for integration
of Tc data of 14.7 kelvin at 4.2 tesla is found, leading to a heat
absorption capacity of 2.20 x 105 Jm-3 at zero transport current. At
2.8 tesla an upper temperature of 15.4 kelvin is taken, giving a heat
absorption capacity of 2.64 x 10 5 Jm- 3 also at zero transport current.
Taking in the case of 6

= 0.56

mm Kl5 wire an outer A-15 tube radius

of 58 µwith the appropriate value of a: 0.67, a critical current density at 4.2 tesla of 3.2 x 1010 Am- 2 is found. For the same reasons in
the case of the

~

= 0.40

mm wire with an average outer tube radius of

41 µ, we determine the J

at 2.8 tesla at 5.0 x 1010 Am-2.
c
Referring to figure 39, these calculated Jc values found from stability

experiments agree reasonably well with the Jc data. A number of
reasons can be given to explain the small discrepancy.
a. Jc data given in figure 39 are determined from Ic measurements
at higher fields. The extrapolation may be afflicted with some
uncertainty at the lowest fields.
b. The A-15 cores as shown in figure 43 are not perfectly cylindrical.
In fact any deviation from this ideal shape leads to a higher factor
q and therefore a lower Jc value determined from the comparison
with heat absorption capacity.
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c. The A-15 cores shield very effectively this inside from the externally applied field. This can be seen in figure 61 where the field
in the inside area should be roughly 0.7 tesla higher in the Kl5
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63. Specific heat/temperature as a
reference material,.

0

of

of

0.56 mm wire at 4.2 tesla applied field. Therefore, the average

field in the filament is about 3.8 tesla, being close to the value
where Jc equals 3.2 x 10 10 Am-2. The consequence of this shielding effect can be observed further in the lower maximum field for
flux jumping during down ramping which amounts to 3.6 tesla in this
particular.case.
d. A careful examination of figures 19 and 21 shows that the outer
radius of the powder core before heat treatment is smaller than the
inner radius R1 of the A-15 ring after heat treatment. Therefore
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the actual value of a to determine the stored energy density is
slightly lower than 0.67 which should result into a lower value of
Jc from the comparison between stored energy and heat absorption
capacity.
Taking the two latter arguments into consideration, it is possible to
calculate for the ECN type Nb 3Sn superconductors the relation between
the outer radius of the A-15 cores and the value of the applied transverse field at which the superconductor becomes free from flux jumping.
The result of this calculation is shown in figure 64. The experimental
data on Kl5 multifilament conductors are separately given as triangles.
The curve divides the instable ~-B region from the stable Ru-B region. It can be concluded from this figure that Nb 3 Sn cores with an
outer diameter of 54 µ are completely free from flux jumping. This maximum diameter increases rapidly with the applied transverse field.
In relation with these data, the experience with a number of Ic measurements is worth mentioning. These Ic measurements concern a
monofilament designated with code number K17 and shown in figure 65,
This monofilament has initially been made for investigations on the
strain dependence of the critical properties of ECN A-15 material [27,
79], Unfortunately the I

c

measurements were hindered by premature

quenching, since the maximum field in our equipment for investigation
of strain sensitivity of superconductors is limited to 6 tesla while
the outer radius of the A-15 core is in this particular case as high as
112 µ. Further Ic measurements between 6 and 14 tesla have led to
the results shown with open triangles in figure 64.
At fields below 7 tesla premature quenching, most likely due to a flux
jump, occurred. Between 8 and 10 tesla, flux jumping also at low transport currents becomes visible but an Ic value could be determined
when the transport current was increased at a very low rate
(0.2 A s- 1 ). Above 11 tesla this monofilament is completely stable,
This result is in agreement with the model given in this thesis.
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10.4. The influence of flux creep on stability
Experiments done by Kim [8] show that the critical state in hollow
tubes decays logarithmically with time. This effect was explained by
Anderson

[7]

in his theory of thermally activated creep of magnetic

flux where flux lines are allowed to escape from their pinning sites.
Initially it was also believed that the variations in Jc over the
region 0.1 to 0.5 x Tc• where no superconducting parameter was
thought to vary significantly, could be explained. Later experience
has cast considerable doubt on the details of this theory, although the
basic concept of pinning of flux lines remains the key to the understanding of the critical state. It is beyond any doubt that flux creep
occurs. Whether the thermal activation is the driving force behind this
effect has not been confirmed, but until now no other mechanism to
explain the effect has been put forward. There exist a number of different approaches to describe mathematically the flux creep effect, all
of them involving a number of quite different material quantities which
are not easily determined by experiments [7, 8, 10, 80, 81]. Some experimental results found in the frame work of this project are very
interesting in the context of flux creep and will be discussed briefly
in this section.
To derive a suitable mathematical formulation of the flux creep we
follow the analysis of Campbell and Evetts [10] where as a consequence
of the reduction in free energy of a flux vortex at a pinning site, the
pinning may be described by a potential well with the height U and
width h.
In accordance with equation 2-3 the force on a line equals BJV where V
is the volume of the flux lattice surrounding each centre. Hence the
potential well is reduced to an effective height U - BJVh by the driving force on the lines. If there is no thermal activation, flow occurs
(o)

(o)

if: J =Jc
~ U/BVh where Jc
is the critical current density at
zero kelvin. Consequently the effective well depth is equal to

u(1 - J/J~ 0 )).
The diffusion velocity of a line being thermally activated therefore
is given by:
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wa.exp{-u(l - J/J(o))/kT}
c

where a is the distance between pinning centres, w the frequency of
oscillation and k the Boltzmann-constant.
From this mean diffusion velocity the electric field is determined by:
E

= Bwae

-u(1 - J/J(o))/kT
c

10-7

Obviously this equation contains a number of unknown quantities such as

w, a and U so that a clear description of experimental results is hardly possible. However, quite a number of experiments can be qualitatively explained with this concept of flux creep.
To find the decay in time of the current density in a superconducting
slab, we calculate the internal electric field if the magnetization
currents change continuously in time.
It may be shown that for

- d x)a J
s
t

B1 = 0:
= waBe

-13(1 - J/J(o))
c

where 13 • U/kT. Upon differentiation with respect to the spatial coordinate x, being the distance from the centerline, and assuming that the
current density has a very weak dependence on x we get:

which leads to the differential equation:

13

(o)

where o = wa/e (ds/2 - x) and n = J/Jc •
The solution describing the decay of current density is:
132n2
s3n3
ln n - 13n + 2 • 2 ! - 3 • 3 ! + ••

= -ot +

canst.

10-8

Qualitatively this decay is experimentally confirmed as shown in fig-
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ure 66 where the field ramping is suddenly stopped while the pick-up
signal is recorded as a function of time.
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Figure 66.
The pick-up voltage due
to current density relaxation if the ramping
field is stopped at
t = 0 after a slow increase of applied transverse field.
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With respect to stability it is more interesting to investigate the
dependence of flux jumping on the rate of the ramping field. Since the

.

current density decays with a certain rate due to creep, this decay may
become a more rapid process than the field change rate B1 itself.
Therefore a reduction of stored energy will occur and the stability
will be enhanced.
In a slab type conductor with a shielding field due to the internal
current distribution the electric field is given by:

E

=
z

-tl(l - J//
waBe
c

sl x

0
))

Upon differentiation with respect to x we find:

waµ Je
0

10-9
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.

Evidently the internal current density to shield the external field decreases with B1 . This current density is maximized to the critical

Bi

value if
exceeds the value given by equation 10-9. As a consequence of the model given in section 10.2., the maximum field at
which flux jumping occurs should shift to lower values with decreasing

B1 .

B1 flux jumping should disap> 0 and secondly for B1 < 0. This

Below a certain threshold value of

pear completely, firstly for

B1

conclusion is confirmed by the experimental results of which figure
67 gives an example at 2.5 x lo- 3 tesla per second.

pick-up voltage

power dissipation

and power
dissipation as a function
of applied transverse
field being
ramped up and

It is also observed that the maximum power dissipation is less than the
maximum dissipation at

s1

• 5.4 x lo-3 Ts-I. Following equation 5-2

this dissipation should be lower by a factor 2 compared to the data
given in figure 51, if the critical current density were the same.
Clearly this Jc is reduced considerably as a consequence of flux
creep and therefore the dissipation is lower than expected.
Figure 68 shows the maximum flux jump field as a function of B1 • It
is seen that this maximum field in the 4-core NbTi conductor (shown
in figure 42) does not exceed the value of 1.2 tesla. In the experi•
ments on stability performed at B
5.4 x io- 3 Ts-I (given in fig1
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ures 52 and 53) the current density is close to its maximum value and
the results can be interpreted with the aid of critical current densities found from I measurements.
c
Enhanced stability at low values of

i 1 in Nb 3 Sn is not found in
this way. Flux jumping takes place in very much the same way for low

Bi·

and high values of
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10.5. Calculation of the stored energy density in a superconducting

filament
In the previous sections it is shown that a precise knowledge of the
internally stored energy in a filament due to a circulating currents
induced by the applied transverse field is of great importance.
It is possible to calculate analytically this stored energy in a superconducting slab were the external field is not influenced by the current density in the material itself (equations 10-1 and 10-2). In a
filament with a cylindrical or a square cross-section the external
field due to circulating currents does contribute to the stored energy
also. Especially if this superconductor is hollow, the field in the
centre contributes very significantly without any contribution to the
current carrying capacity. Obviously the worst situation occurs when
all material is concentrated in a small layer at the periphery, result-
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ing in a relatively high stored energy density combined with a low
overall current density. For the calculation of the stored energy density, it is assumed that the filament is perfectly straight and two
opposite currents occur with the electric centre being a straight line
through the centre line of the filament. The magnetic field due to this
current density is calculated with the aid of the Biot-Savart integral
formula [ 82] :

10-10
+

+

where B is the magnetic field in the location r, Vs the conductor
volume and j the current density in the location tj'
The integration occurs over the conductor volume in which a current
+

density is present, i.e. through all possible values of rj
We divide the conductor cross-section As into a number (N) small segments with ejAs the surface area of segment j such that:

e=

N

e.

E
j=l j

This parameter e should be as close as possible to unity. All segments
are supposed to carry a current in one point with the value ejAsJz.
If we assume that the conductor is infinitely long in z-direction
we can write the equation 10-10 as a simple integral:
+

B

!JOAS

= ""'4if

N

E

j•l

f

Ii - :j13

dz.

10-11

To simplify the calcultion further we replace the variable z by the
parameter

e

as indicated in figure 69 to perform the integration be-

tween non infinite boundaries

-~12

and

~12.

The magnetic field in a point P due to the area ejAs therefore becomes:
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µo'Pls 83 /,z

µ 0 tpjAsaJzo(atg0)

4lrl; - ;jl 3

4'1'1(a/cos 0) 3

where a is the distance of the point P to the current carrying filament
with cross-section 'PjAs. Integration of this equation gives the result expressed in 10-12:

IB I =

µ tp .A J
0

j

µo'f!,jASJZ

s z

=----------:-

10-12

2'1'1{(x - xj) 2 + (y - yj

j

where the parameter a is replaced by {(x - xj)2 + (y -

1-••

2
2'
.1<->;h!y-y I 6

yj)2}~.

\./

P(x,y,zl

69.

The varameters used to ealeulate
the magnetie field in a point p
due to a eurrent.

By separating the contribution of the current in (xj• Yj) to the
magnetic field in location P in two different mutually perpendicular
components, the Biot and Savart formula assumes the form:
µ J A
-2.._!__!!.

=

B

x

-

2'1'1

N
l:

a (y - Y )

}=l (x - x ) 2 + (y - y )2
j

j

10-13a
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IJ J A

B

y

=+~
211

N
l:

10-13b

j=l (x - x )2 + (y - y )2
j

j

By means of these two equations the magnetic field is calculated in two
different directions simply by summing up the contribution of current
carrying segments with cross-sections 6/'s and at current level Jz6jAs.
To calculate the energy per unit of volume stored by the current density in the filaments we use the following equation:
10-14
We divide the total area A, where !Bl 2 makes a contribution, into M
sections, with section j having a cross-sectional area Aj. In each
separate element the quantity jBjl2 is calculated and is taken
constant over its entire surface. Therefore:
Q

lim
M-

1

M

\Jo s

j=l

~

l:

JBjl 2 Aj'

By combining equation 10-13 and 10-15, it is easily shown that

10-15

lsj/ 2

and hence Q, is proportional with Ji·
It is also found that the quantity Q is proportional with the surface
area if its shape is not altered. To show this we apply the same discretization with a scale factor w hence:
+

r*

+

=

wr

and with equation 10-13 and 10-15 it is found that:
+

+

B* = w.B

and
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Therefore the specific stored energy is proportional to the square of
the scale factor (w2), being equivalent to the scaling As*• w2A8

•

These latter conclusions generalize the calculations since we can
introduce the dimensionless parameter:
q

=

10-16

resulting with equation 10-13
q

l

and 10-15 in:

1
M
E A { N
E
lim
M + "' 81T 2 j=l j k=l (xj-

2

+

10-17

Following the definition of q, the stored energy is found by multiplying the parameter q by

J2A , where in the case of an actual supercono z s
ducting filament in its critical state the Jz parameter in the equaµ

tions should be replaced by Jc. Data are given in figure 39.
This stored energy density along with the magnetic field is calculated numerically by summing up the contributions given in equations 10-13
and 10-17. The numerical calculations are made on the CYBER 175 at
Petten by the R & o 1 Department [83]. A sufficiently fine subdivision
of the conductor as well as the outer and inner space is applied for
the calculation such that any finer subdivision does not alter the
final result significantly. The field profile inside filaments of
different shapes are given in figure 61 and the geometry coefficient q
to find the stored energy in figure 62.
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70. The precautions to be taken to obtain safe and reliable superconducting composite
material in a hierarchical frame work. The superconductors tested in this investigation are also included in this scheme.
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CHAPTER 11
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

In the preceding chapters, a number of design specifications for high
current density intrinsically stable superconducting materials have
been derived and shown to be technologically applicable. In this frame
work, a model to explain the occurrence of spontaneous flux jumping due
to shielding and transport currents is proposed and could be experimentally verified if a number of different conditions following from
the stability criteria were fulfilled. Figure 70 shows the hierarchy of
the various criteria derived and their relations as well as the boundary conditions for verification of the proposed stability model.
This model is not only in agreement with our own experiments, but
also with experimental results reported elsewhere [69, 81, 85, 86, 87].
The numerical correspondence is very convincing especially where high
pulse fields, to trigger the instabilities, occur. From these experiments it was also concluded, however, that the maximum shielded field
in a monof ilament or a 4-core composite increases with decreasing pulse
field rate.
The different authors explain this dependence by the influence of the
copper matrix stimulating a rapid heat dissipation from the superconducting cores to the coolant and also by flux creep. These experimental
observations are in conflict with the results reported in this thesis,
and should be attributed to the experimental procedures followed.

All

experimental results relate to magnetization studies on small segments
of a testing wire only, leading to a very high detection threshold so
that small but significant instabilities remain unnoticed.
The observed instabilities under high rates of pulse fields in twisted
multifilament wires where coupling currents occur, can be explained by
the stored energy model and the predicted pulse-field rate dependence
corresponds with the observations [85, 86]. The different models given
by these authors do not describe satisfactory the process taking place
nor its dependence on relevant factors like cooling conditions and wire
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characteristics, so that further research into this field is advisable.
In this respect, the experiments done by Bussiere and Le Blanc [86] are
worth mentioning. They have found that the velocity at which a normal
zone extends in axial direction is greatly dictated by the amount of
magnetization introduced before. A critical value of premagnetization
at which a steep increase in velocity occurs is defined and is also in
accordance with the model given in this thesis.
Further study into the field of stability should be directed towards
generation of relevant data on maximum impact energy not leading to a
quench due to a disturbance on a conductor carrying a transport current. This information is very important to get insight into the winding specifications and required accuracy for magnet building. A number
of publications have given evidence that cooling conditions, mechanical
stability and cable lay-out are important factors determining the reliability of windings in a magnet system [72, 87, 88, 89, 90]. Obviously
this type of testing will have to become part of the specifications and
quality control of superconducting high current products to be delivered in the future.
The main conclusion from the present work on stability is that for a
composite a number of simple lay-out specifications can be given and
that they are not in conflict with the technological feasibility. We
may therefore expect that from the intrinsic stability point of view,
no serious limitations exist to scaling up the ECN superconductor technology to the production on a commercial scale. This scaling up is
considered to be the task of industry (recently the HOLEC company has
decided to put a considerable amount of effort into the further development of this product). The first aim is to produce a large quantity
of stabilized Nb 3Sn superconductor which will be used firstly for small
high field laboratory magnets, mainly for NMR purposes, and secondly as
starting material for fabrication of high current conductors to be applied in superconducting systems of high stored energy such as dipole
magnets for MHD, magnets for HGMS systems and D-shaped coils for fusion
technology.
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For this latter activity, a new development at ECN has been started,
based upon the conclusions of the intrinsic stability project and aiming at the development of high current (10 - 15 kiloamperes) superconducting prereacted A-15 cables of in principle infinite length [91].
It is foreseen that a commercially very attractive cable can be developed and produced in this way. The main philosophy of this project is
based upon the results of the present investigation. A number of supporting small investigations are identified and started already.
a. Local intrinsic stabilization is based upon the conclusions of section 10.3.2. giving the relation between outer A-15 core radius and
applied transverse field. This stability will be further enhanced to
a collective scale by the incorporation of copper around the individual filaments as is foreseen in the future wire development.
b. Instabilities on the scale of a cable are suppressed by local thermal isolation of individual strands taking into account the conclusions expressed in section 8.5. and mentioned in [84].
c. The mechanical integrity of the prereacted cable should be well
guaranteed since after reaction magnets will be wound, leading to
bending and eventually straining and compressing of the individual
strands at room temperature. Further strain is imposed on the cables
during operation of the magnet. In the case that the individual
strands are allowed to move during winding, each separate strand
will have a neutral zone resulting in no, or very low, degradation
of the critical properties of the material.
If this cable is soldered onto a carrier material (copper substrate)
before winding, strain and compression occur simultaneously. These
should be kept within acceptable limits which means in practice high
minimum bending radii.
For this purpose, the emphasis of research into the field of mechanical
stability will in the near future lie on determining the effects of
strains, applied at room temperature, on the properties of multifilament material.
At this moment the work in this particular field is intensified in our
group at ECN; preliminary results on a reference Nb 3 Sn material are
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given in a paper by Nammensma and Veringa [79].
d. By the proper choice of the braiding procedures, the self field
effect described in section 5.4. will be suppressed. A further possibility exists to incorporate some high resistivity coating on the
strand surface to reduce coupling losses on the scale of the braid
itself (section 5.3.). This investigation has not been started yet.
Another problem area is the longitudinal pulse field losses due to
the fact that the braiding technique leads to enclosed flux in an
applied magnetic field having a longitudinal component as is the
case in the Tokamak fusion reactors with a poloidal pulse field
component. Some criteria to suppress these losses have been derived
in the literature but not tested on the scale of high current conductors.
e. The ECN type conductor as shown in figure 19 has low resistivity
material around the filament and therefore very good current transfer properties in longitudinal direction. These properties will be
used to make cables of in principle infinite length by welding separate strands together and taking advantage of the excess copper
available in the braid to reduce any significant transfer resistivity [91]. By taking care to have sufficient distance between the
joints in the cable, the heat dissipation and therewith instabilities will be suppressed.
f. The technology for braiding of metal wire can be used to its full
extent for fabrication of composed superconducting cables.
This development project is started at ECN in close cooperation with
the industry. It is foreseen that within a few years time the cables
based upon ECN type A-15 material will become available. For testing, a
new infrastructure is required, which at present is being taken care of
by a international testing facility Sultan [92] to be installed at SIN
(Schweizerisches Institut filr Nuclearforschung) in cooperation with
SIN, and CNEN (Italy). This equipment comprises an 8 tesla magnet system with an inner bore of 1 meter, cryostats and controls with the
option of a 12 tesla insert A-15 magnet. The testing program on
ECN/HOLEC cables will include Ic measurements and stability measure-
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ments in different environments as well as Ic degradation due to
bending and straining.
Further development is foreseen in the improvement of the critical
properties of the superconducting materials. In the field of A-15, two
different directions are identified.
- Improvement of overall current carrying capacity of Nb 3Sn composites
especially at high fields.
- Development of superconducting A-15 phases with higher critical temperatures and critical fields than those of stoichiometric Nb 3Sn.
Concerning the first item, the ECN developed material deserves special
attention since third elements can easily be added without significantly affecting the maximum allowable tin supply. The addition of for
instance gallium in a bronze matrix in sufficient quantity to improve
the properties of the A-15 material reduces the permissible tin quantity so that the superconductor to matrix ratio decreases and therewith
overall critical current density [24, 26].
Another possibility is to add a third element to the niobium, as for
instance zirconium which influences the crystallite growth and therewith the critical current density (like in the case of the K16 ECN
conductor) or to add hafnium or tantalum [22, 93] and therewith increasing both critical current density and upper critical field.
Development of new high Tc and Bc 2 materials like Nb 3Al, Nb 3Ga and
Nb 3Ge is still in a stage of fundamental research. A number of techniques exist to make these materials, but the critical parameters are
far from optimum and processes are not commercially attractive yet [20,

31, 94, 95].
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SAMENVATTING

Van het grote aantal materialen die supergeleidingseigenschappen bezitten, zijn er slechts een gering aantal geschikt om te dienen voor verwerking tot sterkstroomgeleiders. Daarnaast bezitten de materialen die
geschikt zijn voor de opwekking van zeer hoge magnetische velden eigenschappen die het vervaardigen ervan, zodanig dat deze ook werkelijk
toegepast kunnen worden, tot een bewerkelijke en kostbare zaak kunnen
maken. Bij het optimaliseren van de betrouwbaarheid en de veiligheid
komt het stabiliteitsprobleem aan de orde. Optimalisatie houdt allereerst in mechanische stabiliteit, d.w.z. de geleider, toegepast in een
magneetsysteem, moet in staat zijn om de grote mechanische krachten die
bij het bedrijf optreden en aanleiding geven tot vervorming, op te
vangen zodanig dat de supergeleidingseigenschappen niet warden aangetast. Ten tweede moet de geleider elektromagnetisch (intrinsiek) stabiel zijn, d.w.z. verstoringen die de elektrische eigenschappen beinvloeden, moeten door de geleider kunnen warden opgevangen zodanig dat
slechts een zeer geringe opwarming er een gevolg van is. De lokale
opwarming die bij iedere verstoring optreedt, kan heel gemakkelijk
aanleiding geven tot temperaturen boven de kritieke overgangstemperatuur. Juist het feit dat de materialen die supergeleidend kunnen zijn,
boven de kritieke overgangstemperatuur een zeer grote weerstand hebben,
maakt dat, als deze inductief belast zijn, ze in de normale toestand
een zeer grote lokale warmtedissipatie vertonen en eventueel kunnen
doorsmelten. Er bestaan verscheidene manieren om dit ongewenste effect
tegen te gaan. De eenvoudigste is te koelen en ervoor te zorgen dat een
zeer grote hoeveelheid laag-ohmig materiaal zich naast de supergeleider
bevindt. Een andere methode is intrinsieke stabilisatie door ervoor te
zorgen dat er zich een laag-ohmige matrix rondom de supergeleidende
elementen bevindt met een dusdanige opbouw dat elektromagnetische verstoringen al ·direct na het ontstaan worden onderdrukt. Om deze situatie
te bereiken moet de composiet aan bepaalde eisen voldoen, zoals een
maximale diameter van de supergeleidende f ilamenten, een maximale diameter van de composiet, afhankelijk van de samenstelling en als het
gaat om sterkstroomkabels, een voorschrift voor de opbouw ervan. Deze
voorschriften hebben een grote invloed op de te volgen procedures bij

STELLINGEN

I. In de algemene theorie ter bepaling van de· specifikaties voor

intrinsieke stabiliteit wordt ten onrechte geen rekening gehouden
met relaxatieeffekten als gevolg van geringe warmteafgifte door
slechte thermische geleiding van supergeleidende materialen.

Dit proefschrift, paragraaf 6.3.2.
2. De toepassing van Nb Sn geleiders in magneten client beperkt te
3
warden tot veldwaarden hoger dan 7 tesla. Er client tevens bij
het ontwerp van magneetsystemen rekening mee te warden gehouden
dat als gevolg van "current sharing" de bedrijfsstroom ruim beneden de Ic waarde, gemeten aan korte lengten, gekozen moet warden.
3. De veronderstelling dat fluxkruip in NbTi verantwoordelijk is
voor een toename van het veld, waarbij fluxjumps optreden, met het
afnemen van de opregelsnelheid van het aangelegde veld is onjuist.
Het niet waarnemen van instabiliteiten client te warden toegewezen
aan beperkte detektiemogelijkheden.

T. Ohara et.al. Electrical Engineering in Japan. 98, 3 (1978).
4. In de analyse van Green, Saibel en Bald ter bepaling van de voortplantingssnelheid van normale zones in geforceerd gekoelde geleiders
wordt ten onrechte afgezien van het tijdsafhankelijke gedrag als
gevolg van lokale en instantane verstoringen.

W.J. Green en E. Saibel Adv.Cryog.Eng 14 (1968) p. 138.
W.B. Bald Int. J. Heat, Mass Transf.

16 (1973) p. 1863.

5. De veronderstelling dat een eerste nabuur interaktiemodel een
slechte benadering geeft voor vakatureconcentraties in binaire
intermetallische verbindingen, waarvan de twee atomen aanzienlijk
in grootte verschillen,is onjuist, indien de vormingswarmte van
de verbinding voornamelijk bepaald wordt door de hybridisatieterm.

A.R. Miedema. Z. Metallk. 70, 345 (1979).

-2-

6. De relatie tussen de stralingskruipcoefficient en elasticiteitsmodulus van reaktorgrafiet geeft geen uitsluitsel over de geldigheid van het dislokatiepinningmodel of het cottrellmodel, indien
afgezien wordt van het gedrag in afhankelijkheid van de grootte van
de neutronenfluxdichtheid.

H.J. Veringa. Proc. Carbon Conf. Baden Baden (1976) p. 322.
7. Uit de degradatie van mechanische eigenschappen van reaktorgrafiet en/of composietmaterialen bij hoge neutronenfluenties moet
geconcludeerd worden dat stralingskruip niet uitsluitend een gevolg is van deformatie van de kristallieten zelf.

H.J. Veringa en R. Lolgen. Proc. Carbon Conf. Baden Baden (1976)
p. 361.
8. Het ferromagnetische gedrag door Schneider en Laubschat toegewezen
aan de binaire UPt verbinding is een gevolg van de aanwezigheid
2
van UPt insluitsels in een overigens niet ferromagnetische UPt
2
matrix.

W.D. Schneider en C. Laubschat. Phys. Rev. 13, 23 (1978).
9. De mogelijkheden geboden door de ECN methode om op eenvoudige
wijze pseudo-binaire A-15 geleiders te maken verdient grotere
aandacht dan het zoeken naar fabricagemethoden voor chemisch
instabiele stoichiometrische A-15 verbindingen met hoge
10. In het licht van de reakties van de Verenigde Staten op de ontwikkelingen in Latijns Amerika kan geconcludeerd worden dat de
kwalifikatie Marxistisch geheel ondergeschikt is gemaakt aan de
economische belangen. De regering van de Verenigde Staten dient
derhalve zichzelf te beschouwen als 's wereld grootste uitdrager
van het Marxisme.
II. Het verdient

om uit humanitaire overwegingen de finan-

ciele adoptie niet langer individueel maar groepsgericht te beoefenen, zowel aan de kant van de gevers als aan de kant van de ontvangers.

